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Chapter 1
General Introduetion
l.l Electrical Noise

Electrical noise is a phenomenon widely encountered in various
electronic systems, where the current or voltage is found not
perfectly constant, but fluctuating around its average value.
These time-dependent fluctuations are referred to as "noise".
It is the noise that always sets lower limits to the accuracy
of any maasurement and to the signals that are processed electronically. It is impossible to avoid · noise, but it is possible to minimize it. For that reason, studies of the physical
origin of noise are important.
For a resistive device, the circuit used to maasure voltage noise is somewhat identical to that used for resistance
measurements, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The 4-probe arrangement tagether with a large series resistor, Rs, greatly

Fig. 1

4-Probe configuration for voltage noise maasurement

suppresses the contact noise. The dry-cell batteries in series
wi th a

large wire-round resistor provide a constant,

cally noiseless,
ations,
(DUT)

àR( t)
lead

current Io through the circuit.

practi-

The fluctu-

in the resistance R of the device under test

to

fluctuations

in

voltage,

àV(t),

across

the

sensor electrodes.. The Ohmic law requires àV=I 0 àR and <(àV )>
2

«

Io2 •
The random fluctuations,

àV(t),

are then aften characte-

rized by their power speetral density (p.s.d), defined as time
averages of the product of the Fourier transfarm of AV(t):
Sv(f)

Where, V(f)
quency.

-

v• (f) >

<V(f)

(1)

is the Fourier transfarm of àV(t), f

With

the Wiener-Khinchin

theorem

[1],

is the freSv(f)

can

be

written as
Sv(f) =i 4

Here

C(t)=<àV(t)àV(O)>,

Lw C( t)

is

COS

the

(2)

(2ttft) dt

autocorrelation

function

of

àV(t).
According to the physical origin,

there are mainly five

types of noise that are usually encountered.
(1) Thermal (or Johnson) Noise
Th is

type

of

noise

resul ts

from

the

Brownian

( or

thermal)

motion of the charge carriers in the sample. Therefore it is
always present and can not be reduced. The thermal noise can
easily

be

characterized

by

its

white

spectrum

(<-10'GHz)

without a current dependence, where Sv(f) can be written as:
Sv(f)

= 4kTR

(3)

with Boltzmann's constant k, temperature T and resistance R.

2

(2) Shot Noise
Shot noise is a Poisson-type of fluctuations in the electrical
current.

It is often found in a current of discrete charge

carriers crossing a potential barrier or leaving a cathode.
The physical origin of the shot noise is thermal fluctuations
in the emission ra te of the charge carriers. At frequencies
small

compared to the

p.s.d of

the

reciprocal

shot noise

is

of

the

transit time,

characterized also

by

a

the

white

spectrum but it is current dependent. The p.s.d is given by
(4)

(3) Generation Recombination (G-R) Noise
This type of noise is a fluctuation in the number of the free
charge carriers N as a result of trapping and datrapping of
the free charge carriers at traps in semiconductors. The p.s.d
of G-R noise is characterized by the Lorentzian spectrum:
(5)

(4) Diffusion (or Transport) Noise
This

type of

noise

is

also

a

kind of

number

fluctuations

arising from transport of charged particles in and out of a
given volume under consideration. The p.s.d of ditfusion noise
is charaterized by the 11 universal 3/2 power law 11 [2], in which
the high frequency asymptote is Sv<><f- 312 • In case of one dimensional ditfusion, the spectrum
low frequencies

and Sv""f-

312

shows

two branches: Sv<><f-112 at

at high frequencies.

The corner

frequency, fc, contains the information of the ditfusion as it
can be written as fc=D/('IfL 2 ) , with D is the ditfusion coefficient and L the sample length.
(5) 1/f Noise
1/f Noise gets its name after its spectrum, where the p.s.d is
inversely proportional to the frequency:
3

(6)

with a

speetral exponent y

systems,

Besides

in electronic

1/f fluctuations also appear in a diverse range of

observations,
ri ver

nearly 1.

[ 4),

like

in mus ie

[ 3] ,

in the

level

in traffic flow on the high-way

of

[ 5],

the Nile
in neuro-

membranes [6], etc. No explanation exists for such a ubiquitous observations of 1/f fluctuations.
The physical origin of the first four types of noise are
quite well understood.
subject of this thesis.

It is the 1/f noise that is the main
Only electrical 1/f noise is consi-

dered here. In the following section, I shall try to give more
details about the current understanding of 1/f noise in homogenous semiconductors and metals.

1.2 1/f Noise in Semiconductors and Metals
The history of electrical 1/f noise can be traeed back to 1925
when Johnson discovered 1/f noise in a vacuum tube [7]. Since
then the electrical 1/f noise has been subjected to discussion
intensively [8-16]. But till now no agreement on its physical
origin has been achieved. However, there is one basic feature
which is agreed upon: 1/f noise results from resistance fluctuations at equilibrium, where the driving current or voltage
only serves to observe it. This has been proved directly by
Voss and Clarke [8] and later by Beek and Spruit [17) by their
measurements of 1/f noise in the thermal noise. Furthermore,
in most cases 1/f noise is believed to be stationary [ 9,11].
By

accepting

the

equilibrium

resistance

question that arises naturally is why a

fluctuations,

the

semiconductor or a

metal exhibits a 1/f spectrum for its resistance fluctuations?
There

are

several

ways

to
4

approach

this

problem.

One

obvious way is to construct the 1/f noise spectrum by summatien of a large number of relaxation processes since relaxation is one of the basic properties of materials. The arguments for constructing the 1/f spectrum are simple. For the
relaxation processof a fluctuating quantity lX(t), the Langevin equation is usually given by
d.àX(t)
dt

.àX( t)

+ H( t)

(7)

't

Here, H(t) is the Langevin random souree which has a white
p.s.d and r is the time constant of the relaxation. Making a
Fourier transfarm of eq. (7), one obtains the Lorentzian spectrum of àX(t):
(8)

If there exists a distribution g(r) of the relaxation times r,
in the range r,<r<r 2 , one will find
Su =

< (AX) 2 > · r~,
J.l

tg( t)
1+ (21tf'r)

dt.
2

(9)

Eq. (9) will give a 1/f spectrum as

<(AX) 2 > ._!
ln(t 2 /'r 1 )

(10)

f'

if g(r) is inversely proportional tor, in particular
g('t) dt =

(11)

't

In this way the problem is simply reduced to finding the right
physical processes that have a distribution in the relaxation
time r inversely proportional to r, as required for obtaining
a 1/f spectrum. Obviously the main difficulties for this
approach are lying in the long relaxation times required to
construct the 1/f spectrum (recall that in some cases, 1/f
noise can still be observed down to a frequency as low as
lO~Hz [18-20]). Here I shall mention two such cases, where the

5

proposed distribution of relaxation times satisfies eq. (11).
(1) The McWhorter model [21]
The noise souree in McWhorter model are the traps located in
the oxide layer of a bulk semiconductor. The charge carriers
penetrate

into the oxide

trapped or released there.

layer by tunnelling and then

are

In this way, the total number of

tree charge carriers in the bulk semiconductor is modulated
and

fluctuates

in

time.

The

individual

trapping

event

is

therefore well characterized by a Lorentzian spectrum with a
relaxation

time

1

being

tunnelling probability.

inversely

proportional

to

the

The probability varies exponentially

with, -x, the trap distance to the interface. Therefore,

1

can

be written as
(12)

with

f' being the tunnelling parameter ( .. 10"cm-•). Assuming a

homogeneaus distribution of the traps in the oxide layer, one
obtains
g(-r)

c
dr. =Cdx=-dr.

{13)

lh

If the relaxation time of traps at x=O,

1 o'"10-

12

S

(

roughly the

Collision time), then a distribution of trapsin a oxide layer
with a

thickness of

30Ä will yield a

1/f spectrum down to

about 0.1Hz.
(2) The Dutta-Dimon-Horn (DDH) Model [22]
Eberhard and Horn [23] measured the temperature dependenee of
the 1/f noise in metals 1 ike Cu 1 Ag,
results clearly showed that:

Au 1 Ni, Cr etc. Their

(i) the p.s.d of the noise in

these metals is not exactly 1/f,

but 1/fY with a

frequency

exponent y between 0.8 and 1.4 dependent on temperature:
the noise intensity is strongly temperature dependent;

(ii)
( iii)

there exists a relation between the temperature dependenee of
the noise intensity and the slope of the 1/fY spectra. Later,
6

Dutta et al. [22] developed a model to interpret the experimental observations. They assumed that there are some thermally
activated processas in the metal, with relaxation times acearding to
(14)

It was shown by Bernamant [ 24] that, when D(E) is the distribution of the activatien energies E, D(E)=const will yield
g(T) "1/T, hence Sv « 1/f, with D(E) being the distribution of
the activatien energy E. However, when D(E)~const but centred
at E" wi th a width much larger than kT, then the intens i ty of
the noise can be approximated by [22]
(15)

Where E0 E-kTln( 1Jl1 0 ) and ~J~=271'f is the angular frequency. In
particular, eq. (15) implies a relationship between the temparature dependenee and the slope of Sy(IJI 1T) [22] as
y(w,T)

1_

1

ln (wt 0 )

[êlnSv(w,T)
àlnT

1]

·

(16)

Dutta et al. [ 11] found that the noise data of Eberhard and
Horn agree very well wi th eq. ( 16) . The distribution of the
activatien energies was peaked at EP ~ 1 eV with a width of
about 0.2 ev. Both the peak energy and the width are reasanabie values for defect motion in solids. The existence of such
a distribution in the activatien energy is, thus, simply a
consequence of the microscopie inhomogeneity of the materials.
If 1 0 =10- 12s is assumed, then an activatien energy E of order 1
ev will yield a relaxation time 1 of about 6x1o•s at room
temperature according to eq. (14).
Since the review paper of Dutta and Horn. was publisbed
much work has been done on various metals showing support for
the model. This has made the DDH model quite popular for the

7

interpretation of 1/f noise in metals. A physical picture [14]
underlying the DDH model

is the changing of the scattering

rate induced by the motion of scatters (atomic-scale defects)
via quanturn

interference effects

( 25-27].

I

shall

consider

this point somewhat later in this section.
Another

way

to

approach the

problem of

the

resistance

fluctuations with a 1/f spectrum is Hooge's empirical relation. In order to campare the 1/f noise magnitude in different
samples, a quantity is needed to normalize the 1/f noise power
densi ty in large systems.

In 1969, Hooge [ 28] proposed that

the relati ve noise power den si ty 1 Sa/R2 1 can be normalized to
the total number of the free charge carriers N written as

ex

(17)

fN.

a is a constant of about
[ 29] an adjusting
parameter (I shall come back to this point in the next sec-

Where f

stands for the frequency,

2x1o-• or as

tion) .

later suggested by Vandamme

The empirical

relation as expressed by eq.

( 17) was

found successful in describing 1/f noise in many semiconductors and metals [12]. The validity of using the number of the
free charge carriers as the noise normalizing fa.ctor has a1so
been proven many times: (i) in metals as
the sample volume;

( ii)

charge carrier number
sample volume;

( iii)

Sa/R 2 ~1/0

in semiconductors

with

[ 30-32]

n

being

where the

is changed by doping within a

fixed

in an n-AlxGa 1 _xAs epi taxi al layer

[ 33]

where the number of the charge carriers

is changed by the

Photo-excitation with both the sample volume and doping level
being fixed. Furthermore, it has been shown by Hooge [34] that
when the individual mobilities of a group of N charge carriers
fluctuate independently then the number N will automatically
appear as the noise normalizing factor.
There are two general mechanisms which can lead to resis-

8

tivity

fluctuations

fluctuations

in

semiconductors

and

metals,

namely

in the number of the charge carriers or fluc-

tuations of their mobilities. In only a few cases, both number
and mobility could fluctuate simultaneously, for example, in a
p-i-n diode

[35],

or in the inversion layer of MOST's

[36]

where the trapping and datrapping of the charge carriers at
the oxide traps also cause the scattering power to change via
the charged-impurity scattering.

As already pointed out by

Weiasman [37] that, for number fluctuations, it would require
an

unrealistic

concentration

of

traps

to

account

for

the

normal noise levels (a-lo-•) of 1/f noise in metals. For semiconductors, the NcWhorter model is obviously a surface effect.
Hence

it

is

definitely

excluded

by

the

empirica!

relation

[28]. For bulk semiconductors, the trapping and datrapping of
the charge carriers at deep levels also can not account for
the wide

range of

the 1/f noise,

because

Fermi

statistica

implies that only the traps within a few kT around the Fermilevel contribute significantly to the noise generation.
thermore,
tive

to

Fur-

such a Lorentzian contribution is extremely sensitemperature.

Therefore,

in

a

general

sense,

only

mobility fluctuation mechanisms could be referred to the 1/f
noise generation. The assumption of mobility fluctuations has
already been

proved by Kleinpenning

[ 38-40]

for

Si

and Ge

following his studies of the 1/f noise in the thermal e.m.f.
and Hall effect.
However,
tions.

there are only a
Neither

of

them

few models

could

explain

for mobility fluctuaall

the

experimental

observations. Here, I would like to mention three models:

(i)

quantum 1/f noise theory [16,41]; (ii) phonon fluctuation (PF)
models [42,43]; (iii) quantum "local-interference" (LI) models
[26,27].
The

quantum

1/f

theory

attributes

1/f

noise

in

semi-

conductors to a correction to the cross section of the scat9

tering process induced by the infrared divergence. So far this
theory has not been currently accepted since it prediets too
low a-values

( 10-9 -lo-•,

depending

on

the

scattering

process

[16]) to account for the experimentally found a-values [44].
The noise source, according to the pbonon fluctuation (PF)
models
lattice

[ 42,43] ,

is

modes.

Such

resistance

a

1/f

fluctuation

in

a

1/f

fluctuation

fluctuations

via

the

lattice

the

population

manifest
pbonon

itself

of
in

scattering.

However, there are several points which the PF models can not
explain. First of all, the PF models only deal with acoustic
pbonon scattering, obviously not applicable to III-V compound
semiconductors.

Secondly,

the PF models assume a

Lorentzian

spectrum for each mode of phonons. Experimentally, instead of
a Lorentzian, Musha et al.

[45] observed a 1/f spectrum for

the fluctuations in pbonon number per mode and no correlations
for

the

fluctuations

in

pbonon

number

of

different

modes.

Finally, as we shall point out in the Chapter 5 of this thesis, the current PF models do not predict a tempersture dependenee of a.
As

discussed

interpreted

by

above,

the

DDH

the

1/f

model.

In

noise

in

metals

addition,

the

is

aften

DDH

model

implies that defect motion is the 1/f noise souree in metals.
However, the question that arises is how can the defect motion·
induce fluctuations

in the resistance?

The quantum

11

local-

interference" (LI) model has provided an answer to this question. Since the LI model is important for the understanding of
the extrinsic noise souree discovered in our proton-irradiated
GaAs samples (Chapter 5 of this thesis), bere I shall try to
describe i t

in some detail and in a beuristic way. Consider

two defects with a separation distance R. The essence of the
"local-interference" effect

is that the

resistance

is modu-

lated when the two defects move so close to each other that
within the coherent wavelength of electrons,
10

the scattering

wavefunctions interfere. To put it more clearly, let us consider two point scattering eentres. The contribution to the
resistance of these two scattering eentres is proportional to
the net scattering rate r. r can be written as

r =f

S(k 1 k 1} (1 cos6} dJcl

(18)

where S(k,k') is the probability for scattering from state k
to k' and 6 is the angle between k and k' • By the familiar
"Golden rule", we can write
(19)

where .S ( x-x' ) is the Dirac delta function
element of

1

and H is a matrix

(20)

The electron wavefunction, Vk(r), is given by a plane wavefunction of a free electron in case of metals or a Bloch wavetunetion in case of semiconductors. In both cases, the matrix
elements are
(21)

Here, V(k'-k) is simply the Fourier transfarm of the scattering potential AV regarding to a wave vector AK=k'-k. Then, the
total scattering amplitude of the two point scattering eentres
will be

jV(AK)

I [1 +COS (AK)

·R)

1. (22)

Obviously the term with the eosine function represents the
interference. From eq. (22), it is clear that the interference
term is only important when R is comparable to the wavelength
of the scatte red electrans. Detai led calculations of Herahfield [27] and Pelz et al. [26] show that the relativa resis1

tance fluctuations in metals
tentbs for point scatterers.

are,

typically,

about

a

few

Regarding the 1/f noise as induced by defect motion, one
point that I would like to point out is that the assumption of
independent fluctuations of the mobility would be no longer
valid since after a reasonably long time interval all electrans will be scattered by one specific pair of the moving
defects. Hence, to some extent, correlation of the fluctuations in the mobilities of the charge carrier is expected. In
this sense, the relativa noise power density in the empirica!
relation is expected to be normalized to the number of the
moving defects instead to the number of free charge carriers.
This point will not raise a serious problem for metals, but it
will give a serious problem for semiconductors.
1.3 Scope of the Thesis

As discussed in the previous section, the approach by Hooge's
empirica! relation and hypothesis of the mobility fluctuations
have experimental1y been proved to be successful in descrihing
the 1/f noise in homogeneaus semiconductors. However, in both
theoretica! and experimental aspects, there still is a serious
problem: a scatters in a wide range of 10-7 .;.;1o-• [30,31]. rt is
this problem that has raised many criticisms [14,46) on Hooge-·
's empirica! relation, and hence obscured its physical meaning. To solve this problem, let us, at first, neglect some
theoretica! arguments [16), but concentrata on experimental
facts. Several experimental studies have been done on silicon
samples [30-31,47]. Besides the well known case of heavy
impurity scattering reducing the 1/f noise [ 48]
two trends
7
6
we re clearly observed: low a-va lues (l0- -l0- ) are of ten
observed in samples (i) of a small volume; (ii) with high perfection of the crystal lattice. Careful measurements of Cl evers [ 31) on noise in Si samples with a volume down to 10-18m3
1
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showed that the small volume is not the decisive factor.
Furthermore, there is good experimental evidence [47] suggesting that the a-values are determined by the perfection of the
crystal lattice or in other words by the density of lattice
defects. But, what is the physical mechanism behind it or how
could a depend on the crystal quali ty, is still unknown or,
more precisely, badly understood. Therefore, in this thesis I
attempt to find an answer to the questions mentioned above.
The strategy to approach the problem of quality-dependent
a-values is simple. We started with high-quality and well-defined semiconductors with different doping levels. Here we
could rely on the epi taxi al layers of n-GaAs grown at the
Physics Department of Eindhoven Uni vers i ty of Technology, by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Noise . measurements were performed in order to check the validity of Hooge's empirica!
relation and the assumption of mobility fluctuations. Special
attention bas been paid to the temperature dependenee of the
1/f noise. Then, the crystal lattice of epitaxial GaAs was
gradually damaged by means of electron and proton irradiation.
The changes in the noise were investigated of these damaged
samples.
The contents of this thesis are outlined as follows:
- chapter 2 contains two papers publisbed in Physica B, in
which are presented the experimental results of 1/f noise
and its temperature dependenee in epitaxial n-GaAs, with the
thickness and the dope concentration as parameters.
- chapter 3 presents a study of 1/f noise in Hall-voltage of
MBE-grown n-GaAs, which has been publisbed in Physica B.
- chapter 4 contains two papers. One is publisbed in Journal
of Applied Physics, in which a study of low-frequency noise
in electron-irradiated n-GaAs epitaxial layers is presented.
Here we observed also g-r noise. For the interpretation we
needed a simple formalism, which is presented in the second
13

paper submitted to Physica B.
- chapter 5 is a paper submitted to Journal of Applied
Physics, in which we report our investigations of 1/f noise
in proton-irradiated n-GaAs epitaxial layers.
- chapter 6 is a paper submitted to Physica B, in which a
study of 1/f noise in an AlxGa,_.AsjGaAs heterostructure with
a two-dimensional gas, is presented.
- chapter 7 presents the conclusions of the thesis. Some suggestions for future work are also given in this chapter.
The author has presented parts of chapter 2 at the 11th International Conference on Noise in Physical Systems held at Kyoto
(1991). The text of the Proceedings, see [49], is not included
in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
1/f Noise in Epitaxial n-GaAs
Part I.

1If noise at room temperature in n-type GaAs grown by
molecular beam epitaxy
L. Ren and M.R. Leys
Department of ElectriCIJI Engineering & Department of Physics, Eindhoven Universiry of Techno/ogy, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands
Received 4 December 1990
Revised 8 February 1991

The 1/f noise in n-GaAs epitaxiallayers grown by molecular beam epitaxy was investigated ar room temporature fot
various doping concentrations. The measured 1/f noise is a bulk effect. The noise parameter a between w·• and 10·' was
found to be dependent on the doping concenrration.

I. Introduetion
Epitaxial grown techniques are now being
used more and more widely for the fabrication of
GaAs devices. Low-frequency noise in the epitaxial GaAs devices was often observed to have
a frequency dependenee f 1, the so-called 1/f
noise [1-5). A parameter a, defined by Hooge's
empirica! relation [6] for this special type of
noise, is commonly used to compare the 1/f
noise level in different samples. In epitaxial
GaAs MESFETs the a-values were found to be
about 10·• [1, 2, 5]. An a-value of about 7.1 x
to·• was determined for an AlGaAs/GaAs
beterostructure (3]. For determining tbe 11f
noise parameter a simple homogeneaus layers
are preferabie to complicated devices.
There are not many reports on 1If noise in
homogeneaus n-GaAs epitaxiallayers. However,
in addition to 1/f noise, generation-recombination noise and possibly diffusion noise were also
present in such homogeneaus GaAs epitaxial
layers and the noise spectra were found to be
dependent on the contact matcrials (7] and surface treatment [8). 1t should be noted that the
noise levels reported for these epitaxial layers
were relatively high with a modified noise parameter a greater than 10- 2 ( defined by the
0921-4526/911$03.50

©

relation S, = a'V 2!f~N with fJ ,._,,sec eq. (2) of
ref. [7)), so that further investigation is needed.
Here we report noise measurements on homogeneaus Si-doped n-GaAs epitaxial layers grown
by molecular beam epitaxy. The llf noise in
such layers was systematically studied as functions of contact materials, the thickness of the
epitaxial layers and the carrier concentration.
2. Experimental

Epitaxial layers of GaAs were grown in a
Varian MOW 3" MBE system. Semi-insulating
undoped GaAs (0 0 1) wafers were used as
substrates. The growth temperature was 630"C,
the growth rate was 1 jJ.m/h with a measured
arsenic beam flux p A•, 9.0 x w-• Torr. Silicon
was used as n-type dopant. Four epitaxial layers
with different doping levels were grown as:
2.5NE14, N" ""2.5 X 10 14 cm-;, and 10 IJ.m thick;
1NE15, Nd"" 1.0 x 10 15 cm~>, 11 1-1-m thick;
1NE16, Nd 1.0 x 10 16 cm -.1 cm->, 3.2 IJ.m thick;
17
3
INE17, N""" 1.0 x 10 cm - , 4 1-1-m thick.
We used a bridge-shaped Hall bar structure to
avoid contact noise and achieve a homogeneaus
electrical field distribution in the samples. The
Hall bar structures were fabricated by conven-

=
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tional photolithography, lift-off and etching. The
dimensions are shown in fig. 1. Two kinds of
metallization were used to make the Ohmic contact: ( 1) tin balls we re placed on the contact
areas and annealed in a N 2/H 2 mixture at 400°C
for 1 min; (2) a mixture of Au/Ge (88112%) was
evaporated onto the contact areas to a thickness
of 52 nm foliowed by a 12 nm thick layer of Ni
and finally a 26 nm thick layer of pure gold, after
which the samples were annealed in a N/H 2
mixture at 450"C for 30 s. The current-voltage
characteristics of the contacts, irrespective of the
metallization processes, were completely linear
in the applied bias range.
The noise measurements were performed in a
Faraday cage at room temperature. A DC bias
current was supplied by batteries with a metalfilm series resistor whose resistance was at least
20 times larger than that of the samples. The
current llows through contacts 1 and 2. The
speetral noise intensity S was determined from
the equivalent noise voltage generator in series
with the measuring probes. The voltage ftuctuations, here called longitudinal noise, were measured parallel to the current flowing on the side
cantacts 3 and 5. The voltage noise, herecalled
transverse noise was also measured perpendicular to the current llowing on the contacts 4 and 7.
The ca!culated ratio S47 / s" =0.11 [9] was used
check the contact noise. The voltage lluctuations
were amplified by an ultra-low-noise preamplifier, EG&G 5004. The output was fed into
a dynamic spectrum analyser with a frequency
range of from 1.6 Hz to 20kHz, Brüel & Kjaer
type 2131, which was connectcd to a microcomputer. The current-independent noise was also
measured and subtracted from the noise mea~001-\f!!

sured with a current ftowing. The pure excess
noise was plotted by the computer.
3. Results and discussions
Most of the noise spectra we measured had a
good 11f shape with the frequency exponents
between 0.9 and 1.1 in the frequency range
considered. This holds both for the samples with
the Sn and AuGeNi contacts. The l!f noise
levels increase proportionally with the square of
the terminal voltage, indicating a resistivity fluctuation mechanism. Figure 2 shows some experirnentally observed noise spectra from the
four-probe measurements on the samples with

to'

ff~8
~ Hn
c
[:J[:Js

00

f(Hzl

_"1

2
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'.O!+m

0

OoOo
'1000

Fig. 2. Some spectra obtaïned by the four-probe noïse mea~
surcments at room temperature. The solid lines give the 1/f
noise levels (0: 2.5NE14. E=6.1 V/cm; e: INEJ5,
E = 11.6 V/cm; .t.: INE16. E = 10.7 V/cm; 0: INEI7.
E = 11.5 V/cm).

Fig. I. Thc geomctry of thc samples.
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Sn oontacts. We observe that, like Tacano et al.
[7], despite the higher contact resistance of Sn
the 11f noise levels in the samples with Sn contacts were about 2-3 times lower than that of the
samples with AuGeNi contacts for all the doping
levels. This could hardly be attributed to the
scattering of the experimental data since we have
observed rather good reproducibility in the noise
measurements on various samples made from
one and the same wafer.
In order to study the influence of the surface
and the interface on 11/ noise we use&samples
with different thicknesses. The thicknesses of an
epitaxial layer were obtained by wet etching on
one and the same wafer of 1NE15. The thickness
of llv-m for the 1NE15 epitaxial layer prior to
etching was accurately determined by the growth
rate of MBE. The thicknesses after etching were
measured by mechanica! probing. The ex·
perimental values for this thickness, called
metallurgical thickness tm, Hall mobility Jl.H and
the noise parameter a of 1NE15 are
presenled in table 1. The values were obtained
on the Sn contact samples. In view of depletion
regions near the surface and near the semiconductor-substrate interface (10], the effective
thickness tert of the conducting layer is less than
the metallurgical thickness tm. The valnes of t.!f
can be found from the Hall effect measurements
by plotting the sheet carrier concentration n,hoe<
versus tm the metallurgical thickness, where the
relation n,heet = nt. 11 n(tm - 10 ) holds. By extrapolation we found 10 '=" 2.5 f.Lm, the thickness
of the depletion layers. The values of t.tt are also
presented in table 1. The value t0 ~2.5v-m is in
good agreement with Chandra's calculation (10]
for an n-GaAs epitaxial layer with a doping

321
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cm - 3•

concentration of about 10
The Hall
mobilities measured on these three samples were
almost the same, which implies a good homogeneons doping. The noise spectra of the thinnest
sample 1NE15-c was spoiled by some not well
understood low-frequency bulges, so that only an
upper limit of a was obtained. In contrast to
Tacano et al. [7] we found that the llf noise
dominates at the low-frequency range, and our
a-values were all of the same order and no
significant thîckness dependenee was observed
(see table 1). It is therefore concluded that the
1If noise measured in our samples is bulk noise.
It seems that the low-frequency noise measured by Tacano et al. was a different type of
noise, consiclering that their modified a'-values
depended on the thickness and their a'-values
were relatively high (1;:;;; a';:;;; 10- 2 ). It should be
pointed out that the interpretation by Tacano et
al. of their noise spectra (see fig. 1 of ref. [7]) as
11f noise superimposed on the generationreoombination noise is unlikely, since such a
superposition would give a low-frequency part of
the spectra that is flatter than f- 1 due to the
plateau of the Lorentzian spectra of the genera·
tion-recombination noise. Using their publisbed
data, a rough estimation of the upper limit of the
11f noise level indicates that a of their 0.4v-m
thick sample would be smaller than 8 x w-•,
assuming that the l!f noise was dominaled by
another type of noise of unknown nature.
Figure 3 shows the mobilities and the a-values
as a function of the carrier concentration. The
data points of a were obtained on the differently
doped samples with Sn contacts. The carrier
concentration n and the mobility J1. were determined from Hall-effect and resistivity mea·

TableI
results at T

and a.

295 K for
1NE15-a

Metallurgkal
thickness tm (1'-m)
Effective
tbickness l.u (!l-m)
Mobility P.u (cm'/Vs)
a

11
8.6
7350

INE15·b

I NElS-c

7.8

4.7

5.1
7410

2.2
7460

x 10''
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Fig. 3. Mobility "_ and a versus carrier concentration n at
room temperature (for symbols see fig. 2). Solid line:
tbeoretical prediction after Rode [ 11 ].
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surements under the assumption that the Hall
factor equals 1. The solid curve is a theoretica!
prediction for n-GaAs taken from ref. [11]. Both
the mobilities and the a-values decrease with
increase of the doping concentration.
Hooge and Vandamme [12] experimentally
showed that the ionized impurity scattering does
not contribute to the generation of 11f noise in
Ge. Following their approach, we assume that
Matthiessen's rule holds, hence
1

1

1
--=--+P..exp
J.Limp
/Lo '

OI

I

"

I o
I

2

1-Lexp (cm /Vs}-

Fig. 4. a versus ,.", (symbols are same as in fig. 2). The
dasbed line represents a "_;,, dependence.

(1)
mobility 1-texp- The a-values decrease more or
less as the square of p,••P as predicted by eq. (2).
We are aware of the theoretica! objections that
have been put forward against eq. (2) [14, 15].
We cannot refute them but establish bere that
eq. (2) correctly describes the varlation of the
llf noise with the experimental mobility. An
a-value of 1.9 x 10·• for our samples with doping of about 1 x 10 11 cm - 3, is in good agreement
with the value of about 10-• often found for
MBE-grown channel layers with a doping concentration of about (2-3) x 1017 cm - 3 in epitaxial GaAs MESFETs [2, 5}. If we take 8500cm 2/
Vs as the highest value found for fure n-GaAS
[11] for p.0 , we find a 0 "=' 7.6 x 10- for our epitaxial GaAs material, which is in quite good
agreement with a value of 7.1 x w-• determined
at a AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure [3] where

where 1-texp is the experimentally obtained mobility, I-timp the mobility determined by the ionized
impurity scattering and !-1-n the mobility due to
the other scattering mechanism. Then eq. (2)
can be derived on the assumption that the ionized impurity scattering does not produce 11f
noise, that is
(2)
in which a 0 is a noise parameter due to the other
scattering mechanisms. The magnitude of a0
could depend on the crystal lattice quality (13]
and is assumed to be the same in our epitaxial
layers with different doping. In fig. 4 we re·
plotted our a-values against the experimental
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the ionized impurity scattering can be negleeled
due to the spatial separation between the mobile
charge ear[iers and their parent donors.
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4. Conciosion

References

1/f noise in n-GaAs epitaxiallayers grown by
MBE were investigated. We observed that samples with nonalloyed Sn coolacts showed less 1/f
noise compared to the samples with alloyed AuGeNi contacts. The 1/f noise we measured was
bulk noise without a significant dependenee on
thickness. The dependenee of a-values on doping can be interpreled by the noise reduction
factor ( 1.L! ILI.l) 2 proposed by Hooge and Vandamme [12]. The a-values between w-• and
10- 3 for our MBE-grown epitaxial layers are in
agreement witha-values found in GaAs epitaxial devices.
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Thc 1/f noisc of n-typc cpitaxial GaAs was measured hetween 11 and 300 K. The !If noise turns out to he a ftuctuation
in the lattlcc scattcring. At low tempcratures a 1" 11 ::;;; 7 x W -;;. At hlgh temperatures tbe noise generation is thermally
activatcd with an acHvation cncrgy uf about 0.13 eV.

I. Introduetion

thickness 4 ,._..m. The concentrations of the free
charge carriers were almost temperature independent. Either Sn or AuGeNi alloy was used
to make Ohmic contacts, which showed perfect
Ohmic behaviour in the temperature range from
77 to 300 K. In some samples with AuGeNi
eontacts we found generation-reeombination
noise. Samples with Sn contacts never showcd
GR noise.
The samples were mounted in a cryostat
cooled by liquid nitrogen. Tbc temperature was
measured by a copper-constantan thermocouple
on the sample holder close to sample. The resistance of the sample R as a function of the temperature. and the Nyquist noise level 4kTR were
also mcasured to check the actual sample tem·
perature. We made sure that the contact noise
could be neglected compared to the noise in the
epitaxial layer.
Tbc Hall effect and resistivity were measured
at all temperatures where the noise was measured. Under all circumstances we used for the
Hall factor r 11 1.
The results of the noise measurements wiJl be
presented as plots of log a versus 1000/ T. because we found a-values proportional to
exp(- EfkT). The different scattering mecha·
nisms play an important part in the interpretation of the temperature dependenee of a. Therefore, we start withaplot of the different mobility
contributions. In order to facilitate the com-

About half a year ago we publisbed a paper on
the 1Ij noise in n-type epitaxial GaAs at room
temperature (J). The present paper deals with
the temperature dependenee of the noise in the
same samples. We will, therefore, use the same
symbols in the text and figures as in the first
paper. The preparation of ·the samples is described in full detail in ref. [I).
We mcasured the noîsc between I Hz and
10kHz. At all tcmperatures we found pure 1/f
spectra. without any systematic devîation in the
exponent -l.O.
We delermine a value of a according to
(I)

where N is the total number of the free charge
carriers in the sample [21. Tbc value of a. experimentally found without any further interpretation. we call a<xr·

2. Experimental part
The samples were made from threc epitaxial
layers INE15 with n =0.7 x 10" cm··'. thickncss
11 ,...m; INE16 with n '=" 0.8 x JO"' cm_,_ thickness 3.2 ,...m; lNEI7 with n 0.8 x 10' 7 cm_,_
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2!0

parisou of a with IJ- we have plotled log IJ- versus
1000/ T, inslead of the usual double-log plots
suggested by IJ- ex Tx. Our valnes of IJ- are in
agreement with tbe well-known valnes for uGaAs epitaxial layers reported by Wolf and Stillman [3]. Our valnes which will be used in de-

termining tbc contributions of tbe different scattering mechanisms are presenled in fig. l. These
results will be used in the analysis of the tempcrature dependenee of tbc noise. Tbe formulas
and parameters for the calculation of tbc tempcrature dependenee of tbc three relevant Jattice
mobilities, whicb are shown in fig. l(a), were
taken from ref. (4].
Figurc 2 shows a"P versus JIJOOI T. Such a
temperature dependenee of a - steep at high
temperatures, flat at low temperatures agrees
with a model proposed by Luo [SJ. His model is
a surface model, from which follows that a, as
defined and measured by us, would depend on
sample thickness. Tbis, bowever. turns out not
to be the case in our samples [4).
The general trend is the same as with Si and
Ge (6-10). At lower tempcratures we find a
constant low value of a. At higher tempcratures
there is an exponential dependenee that is de·
scribed by the activation energies 0.14 ± 0.02.
0.15 ± 0.02, and 0.20 ± 0.03 eY (If we would describe a by a"' T' we can reasonably well approximate the experimental curves with y 7,
y :!Ë 8 and y"" 10). The three valnes found for
the activation energy do nol have a physical
meaning because the slope is strongly inftuenced
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Fig. I. Temporature dependenee of thc mobility of n-typc
GaAs. (a) thc separate ~cattcring proccsses. Thc thrcc lincs
1
for thc impurity scattering are for thc coneentrations 10 ~.
JOl(' and W 11 cm '. (h) thc combincd proccsscs anû thc
cxpcrimcntal valucs (e JSEJ5; .à.= !NE16: 0 = INEJ7).

Fig. 2. Tcmpcmturc dependenee of anp (for symbo)s: sec fig.
1).
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by the contribution of the impurity scattering.
This contribution is different in the three samples and is temperature dependent.
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3. Discussion of the experimental results

...

Matthicsscn's rulc givcs, as usual, a satisfactory approximation for treating mixtures of scattering mechanisms. For the mobility we have
(2)
whcrc the subscripts stand for cxp: cxpcrimentally found avcrage valuc, imp: scattering by charge
impuritics, pol: scattering by polar optica!
phonons, def: scattering by ucoustic pbonon dcformation potcntial and. pic: scattering by acoustic pbonon piczoclcctric potential. Taking thc
thrcc componcnts from lattice vibrations together we usc
(3)

lf wc assume no or vcry little noisc in thc
impurity scattering wc find from cq. (2) the
simpte cxprcssion
(4)

a""' can bc presenled in more detail as
(5)

whcrc thc thrcc as could have diffcrcnr valucs
and different tcmpcraturc dcpcndcnccs.
Wc first tricd re lation ( 4) at two tixcd tcmpcraturcs. T = 7X K and T = 295 K; whcrc wc
wcrc ccrtain that thc sample temperafure was
constant during thc noisc mcasurcmcnt. Thc rcsults are presenled in tig. 3. Each point represcnis thc avcrage of thc mcasurcmcnts on onc
sample. Different samples givc different points.
The cr-values at 7X Kof thc sample INE17 could
not bc induded in fig. 3 bccausc thc I i f noise
produccd at an acccptahlc power dissipation

Fig. 3. a versus J.t~~.. at two fixed temperatures r;;; 295 K and
T ;,-78 K (symbols are same as in fig. I, and x = MOCVD
16
n-GaAs wîth n;; 4 x 10 cm -l). The fulllines represent J..i;xp
dependences. The broken line is the best fit to the experimental data.

could not be dctected above the thermal noise of
the sample and the llfnoise of the preamplifier.
From this it follows that cr must be below 10- 7
Inslead we include a GaAs sample grown by
metal organic chemica! vapeur deposition
(MOCVD). The electrical properties of this
MOCVD sample agree with the MBE samples.
If we use eq. ( 4) the full line at T = 295 K in
tig. 3 givcs a,,,.= 8 x 10-' at !-<1," = 8500 cm 2/Vs.
The full line at 78 K gives a 1,,. = 7 x 10- 5 at
J.L,.", 2.5 x 105 cm'iVs. If we use the experimental data at 78 K (without botbering about
Matthiesscn's rule) we can draw a line that fits
thc cxperimental points better. This is the
broken line shown in fig. 3 with a proportional
5
2
at!-<","= 2.5 x 10 cm /Vs
to J.L~;;,. This line
an cr-value "''"" = x w-'. The deviation from
thc simple equation ( 4) implies that either the
use of Matthiessen 's rule is inaccurate or the
impurity scattering is not completely free of I If
noisc. lf thc latter case is true the re al value of
5
"''"" could be even lowcr than 2 x 10- •
Wc thcn applied eq. {4) to the temperature
range between T 77 and 295 K. Figure 4 shows
that at higher tcmperatures ( 1000/ T.;; 7) we obtain one single line for cr,.,,. from the three curves
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mechanisms lead both to mobility lluctuations
since both show a systematic dependenee of acxp
on 11-.:v.r·

In a recent paper Van Vliet [I I l concluded
that low a-values, of thc order 10-' to w·"
could be explained by Handel's quanturn I !f
noise theory [12[ in case of umklapp and intervalley scattering that ean be cxpected for low
effective masses. Thc low-temperature I/f noise
in our samples could be Handel's type of noise,
especially if we usc tbc lower valuc for a1.,... At
higher tempcratures we thcn have a different,
yct unexplaincd, noisc mechanism.
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· for <>ew An activation energy of a bout 0.13 cV
was determined from the slope of the line. For
the lower temperature range (7 ";; 1000/ T ";; 13) a
simple application of Matthiessen's rule leads to
a value of "''"" that is nearly constant. lt is
possible that "''"" slightly increases with I fT.
certainly for high doping. That could mean that
it is not correct to take the three scattering
mechanisms together and express their effects as
one single value of ~-t 1 .,., and of "''•". The least
one could do is to write ~-t,:~. as three terms, like
eq. (3), and to try to find three different avalues in eq. ( 5) with possibly different temperature dependences of "'P"'' add and <>";,· However, such detailed noise calculations make no
sense if they remain bascd on Matthiessen's rule,
with scattering times averaged over all states in
the conduction band. Figure I clearly shows that
we do not have a situation at lower temperaturcs
where one lattice scattering mechanism prcvails,
therefore application of Matthiessen's rulc is not
warranted. Hencc we did not attempt any further analysis of a,., .. at low tcmperatures. We end
up with "''"" without any further rcfincment as
-0.13eV]

a 1,,., = 0.1 exp [ k T

+ 7 x H~~<
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These two terms could mean that we have hcrc
two types of 1i f noisc. In any case the two noisc
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Chapter 3

1/f-Noise in the Hall voltage of epitaxial n-GaAs
L. Ren• and J.S. Liberisb
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The effects of magnetic induction on
liquid-nitrogen temperature. A numerical
scattering. By comparing the experimental
fluctuations, we conetude that 11f-noise in

1/f-noise in n-GaAs are investignted both at room temperature and at
calculation for such effects in n-GaAs is given, based on optieal-pbonon
data with the theoretica! predictions for mobi!ity fluctuations and for number
n-GaAs epitaxia! layers is caused by mobility fluctuations.

1. Introduetion

The contributions from the lattice pbonon scat·
tering and impurity scattering to the overall
mobility were changed both by doping and by
temperature. The results did not suggest that
1/f-noise in our epitaxial n-GaAs has some special origin but it appears to be the normal bulktype noise caused by mobility fluctuations. In
order to give further support for the mobilityfluctuation hypothesis, we performed measurements of 1/f-noise in the Hall voltage of MBEgrown n-GaAs since with n-GaAs it is easy to
obtain {ILB)-values much larger than unity,
which is impossible with Ge samples.

The magnetic effects on 1/f-noise have served
as one of the means to distinguish between
mobility Huctuations and number Huctuations in
semiconductors [1,2]. By measuring llf noise in
the Hall effect, it was concluded that 1/f-noise in
n-Ge is caused by mobility Huctuations. Van de
Voorde and Love [4] performed an experimental
study of the magnetic effects on 11f-noise in
n-lnSb at low temperature about 80 K. Their
experimental results were found to agree with
mobility fluctuations, though they did not explicitly claim so. However, the opposite conclusion, namely number Huctuations, was drawn
from experiments on 1/f-noise in magnetoresistance by Song and Min et al. [5,6], where a
special MESFET structure and high-quality nGaAs grown by molecular-bean epitaxy (MBE)
were used to avoid surface effects. We cannot
explain the results of Song and Min, which contradiet our previous work [7 ,8] and most studies
on 1/f-noise in semiconductors. In our studies
[7,8] we measured 1/f-noise in the conductance
(B 0) of similarly MBE-grown n-GaAs layers.

2. Magnetie inlluenee on the 1/f·ooise in the
HaD voltage in n-GaAs
When, in a semiconductor, a magnetic field B
is directed (in the z-direction) at right angles to
an applied electric field E (in the x-direction), a
Hall voltage (in the y-direction) is generaled
perpendicular to both the current flow .and the
magnetic field. The transport of charge-carriers
can generally be considered to be two-dimensional. For an n-type nondegenerate homoge·
neously doped semiconductor, the current density J in the (x,y)-plane can be described by
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J

A(B)
( D(B)

- D(B))
A(B) ·E

and for number lluctuations. 1' is the ratio of the
1/f-noise power density--with an applied magnetic field B to the l/f-noise power density
without magnetic field, as defined by

(la)

and
(lb)

V·J=O.

_ Sv(f, B)IV 2 (B)
1'- Sv(f, 0) tv 2(0)

The matrix elements A(B) and D(B) are given
by ref. [9) as

I

"

1+

u(e)
2 (e)B 2 de,

(2a)

IL

2

A (0) [
1',.. = A 2 (B)

(2b)

X

and

3~"T) n(e),

2

u (e)ln(e)
[I+ IL2(e)B>f de

a
{N

/Joo u 2(e)

(5)

n(e) de.

0

'YN of the number lluctuations is given [2) by

(2c)

wherc u(e), IL(e) and n(e) are the conductivity,
the mobility and the carrier density, all of which
depend on the energy c. of the carriers.
On thc basis of the theory developed by Kleinpenning [10), calculating noise in arbitrary fourprobe conductors, Vaes and Kleinpenning [I]
calculated the effect of a magnetic field on 1/ fnoise in the Hall voltage for an n-type nondegenerale semiconductor with a parabolic conduction
band. Two different 1/f-noise sources, (i)
mobility lluctuations and (ii) number lluctuations, were taken into account. For each noise
source, the empirica! relation for 11f· noise [11]
as defined by
SR
R2

I~

2

D (B)]
l + A 2 (B)

0

u(e) = q/L(e) (

(4)

where Sv is the Hall-voltage noise power density,
V the applied voltage and f the frequency. 1',. of
the mobility ftuctuations is given [2] 1 by

~

A(B)

41

(6)

Both expresslons contain the essential inlegrats
of the related momenturn relaxation-time T(e)
and its higher-order moments over all the energy
levels in the conduction band. The integrals can
only be evaluated analytically either at very low
magnet ie induction ( ILH B «: 1) or at very high
magnetic induction ( ILHB ;»I). For the middle
range of the magnet ie induction, these integrals
have to be evaluated numerically. An important
feature which can be deduced from eqs. (5) and
( 6) is that at very high magnetic induction
(ILHB;p.J)

(3)

A(B)oc IL~ 1 B- 2 ,
D(B)oc B

was used, where SR is thc rioise power density of
the lluctuations in the resistance R, a the I/fnoise parameter, f the frequency and N the total
number of charge-carriers. Energetica! and spatlal uncorrelatedness was assumed for the mobility lluctuations in tbc sublevel of the conduction
band. Meanwhile, tbc number ftuctuations were
assumed to be energy-indepcndent and spatially
um:orrelated. They then found two different expressions for the ratio 1' for mobility ftuctuations

1

,

(7a)
(7b)

'Thcre is an error in eq. (7.31) of ref. [2]. Thc term
!I+ D(B)IA(B)j' on the right-hand side of cq. (7.31)
should be !I+ D'(B)IA'(B)j.
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At f.L,.B 'PI, therefore,
(8)

'Y" oc (P-,.Bf

)::
(9)

provîded the întegrals of 7( s) and its higherorder moments are convergent, which is generally truc. However, the relation between relaxation time -r and energy s has to be known for the
evaluation of y.
For the acoustic-phonon scattering, 'T is proportional to s - 112 [12]. For the polar optiealpbonon scattering, wbich is the dominant scattering mechanism in n-GaAs, there is no simple
definition of 'l' r owing to a rather large energy
exchange (comparable with kT) between the
charge-carriers and the optica! phonons. However, for averaging over the energies, an effective relaxation time can be defined after solving
the Boltzmann transport equation either numerically or by a varia tion metbod. For a highelectron-energy region, -r"P can be well approximated by -rnr oc s 112 [12,13]. At low electron energies cornparable with the energy liwor needed to
absorb or eruit one optica! pbonon, 1'0 r can be
considered as energy-independent [13.14). 'Tor
could therefore be given by

{ r (slkT)
0

112

,

112

,

E ";;

liwor,

e > liwop.

,.
-

-

'
(

-

11W0 p
Electron energy E

Fig. J. Schematic diagram for thc cffcctivc rclaxation time
1','f> versus electron cncrgy F for thc polar optical-phonon
scattering ]14]. The bmkcn curve shows tbc approximation.

cal calculations of eqs. ( 5) and (6} were made for
'Y,. and for 'YN' The results are shown by the
dasbed and solid lines in figs. 2 and 3.

0

h + 7 0 (ëlkT)

..

u

and

3. Experimental results and discussion
The samples used in this study were the sarne
as those we use in previous measurements 17 ,8).
All samples were prepared from the lightlydoped n-GaAs epitaxi al layers of I NE 15 [7]
grown by MBE. The thickness of 1 NE 15 is
11 JLm and the doping concentration about I x
10" cm·-'. The mobility of the samples was
found to be about 7450 cm 2 /V s at 295 K and
about 81 000cm 2/V s at 78 K. The geometry of
the samples is a Hall bar with six-sidcd contacts.
(sec thc inset of fig. 2). Thc voltage noise spectra
across the Hall probes were measured at both
T = 295 K and T = 78 K with and without a magnetic field which was applied perpendicularly to
the current flow. All the voltage-noise spectra
we re found to be of the 1//-type in the frequency
range from 1 Hz to I-kHz. The dependenee of
the noisc-spectrum power density on the applied
electrîc field was found to be quadratic both with
and without magnetic field. The 1/f-noise parameter a, as defined in eq. (3), was found to be
about 8 x 1W' at T"" 295 K and a bout 3 x 10- 6
at T=78K.
Figure 2 shows the ratio y at T 295 K as a
function of ( p. 11 8) 2 • y is obtained from eq. (4)

(10)

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of such an
approximated 'l'.,r versus the electron energy e.
The heîght h of the rectangular part of 7'0 r is used
as an adjusting parameter in order to fit tbc
rnobility data. For pure GaAs, if we take tbc
highest value of 8500 cm 2 /V s at 300 K for the
electron mobility and the characteristic temperature fJ = 420 K for the polar optica! pbonon scattering, then we find the height h = 4.21i, (where
112
r 0 is the prefactor of the e -branch of T.,") and
the Hall factor y 11 = (r 2 )/(r) 2 = 1.35, which is
in reasonably good agreement with 'Yu 1.20 as
calculated by a variation metbod [14,15). With
the parameters detcrrnined above of T 0 r, numeri-

=
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10

1.5
Fig. 2. Thc ratio y between l/f~noi.sc power dcnsities with
and without
inductïon (I-LuB )1 at a <.·onstant applied
voltage and at
K. Thc inscl shows thc pattem of thc
samples. Thc hrokcn curve rcprcscnls thc calcutatcd rcsuhs

10

Hut..1uations,

Fig. 3. Ratio 'Y at a constant applied vollage and at T=78 K
as u function of (1-'1 1 8). Broken curve: prediction for mobility ftuctuations. Solid curve: prediction for number fluctuations.

using thc mcasurcd speetral power densities.
Each data point rcprcscnts onc measurcd valuc
from one out of four samples. Thc theoretica!
ratios of y~ and YN for thc mohility fluctuations
ánd the numbcr fluctuations are also shown in
fig. 2 as dashcd line and solid line. rcspectively.
Thc mobility fluetuation model agrccs vcry wel!
with thc cxpcrimental data at T=295 K.
In fig. 3 wc present the cxpcrimcntal data at
T"" 7fl. K as y vcrsus thc product ( ~J- 11 8). In thc
samc figurc, thc calculatcd prcdictions for thc
mohility tluctuations and for thc numbcr 11uctuations are presenled as dashed linc and solid linc.
respcctivcly. lt should bc addcd that, owing to
the smal! 1/j~noisc parameter a at T = 7H K.
only a smal! amount of l If-noisc could bc excited. The I/f-noisc was ahout onc order of
magnitude abovc thc thermal noisc at admissible
power dissipation. The data at low magnctic
induction are thcrcforc not vcry accurate. Howevcr, the data are in quite good agreement with
thc mobility Huctuation model. Here, it may bc
not correct to comparc thc cxpcrimental rcsults
with a theoretica! calculation based on polar

optieal-pbonon scattering only, because thc ionized impurity scattering and the acoustic-phonon
scattering also become important in our samples
at T"" 78 K. However, this does not intlucnee
the condusion at all since, at high magnetic
induction (I-LuB » I), the ratio 1'., is expected to
iocrcase with ( ll-u B ) 2 and the ratio y"' with
(!-L 11 B)'. as has been shown in the previous section. The trend of the experimental data in fig. 3
is clcarly seen to be more likely to follow a
quadratic dependenee on the magnetic induction
(~J- 11 B). We have done a similar numerical calculation for a combination of optieal-pbonon scattering and impurity scattering using Matthiesscn 's rule. The results do not differ much until
thc impurity scattering contributes 50% of the
total scattering. The introduetion of impurity
scattering mainly influences the value of y at
lower magnetic inductions. Actually. at very high
magnetic field. the quadratic dependenee of y~
on (IJ-u B) and thc fourth-power dependenee of
YN on (!-LuB) are not dependent on a definite
scattering mechanism. lt only requires T to be
cncrgy-dcpendent.

assumlng mobility tluctuations and thc solid curve for numbcr
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4. Conclusions
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Chapter 4

Low-frequency Noise in Electron
lrradiated n-GaAs Epitaxial Layers

Abstract

This chapter contains two papers. One deals with the lowfrequency noise in MBE-grown n-GaAs between 77 and 300 K. The
other one deals with the problem of generation-recombination
noise of two trapping centres.
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We report on the results of measurements of temperature dependent Hall-effect and
low-trequency noise of molecular-beam-epitaxy-grown n-GaAs layers irradiated by 3 MeV
electrons. The results of Hall-effect measurements agree with the literature for the electron traps
El and E2. Besides 1/1 noise. an additional generation-rocombination (g-r) noise is observed.
We attribute the observed g-r noise to an unknown deep level induced by tbe electron
irradiation, which is about 0.18 eV below the conduction band. lts capture cross section is
extremely smal! and thermally activated. The irradiation does not cause a significant change in
tbe 1/f noise parameter a at high temperatures. Possible roles of the defect motion 11f noise
sourees are di.'ICussed.

I. INTFtODUCTION

Mucb attention -~< has been given to the possible relation between 1/f noise and lattice defects in semiconductors and metalll. It has been suggested that the l/1 noise in
metals is induced by changes in scattering due to the motion of defects.P The noise generation is thermally acti·
vated and wel! interpreled by tbe Dutta-Dimon-Horn
model. 1 Simüar evidence was also obtained in semiconductors, 8 where the 11f noise was greatly reduced by annealing the damage caused by high-energy ion implantation.
Altbough tbere is evidence in favor of the importance of
point defects,Mthe relative importance of different types of
defects and tbeir interactions is stül unclear. In tbis artiele
we present the results of Hall-elfeet and noise measurements on electron-irradiated n-GaAs layers grown by molecular beam epitaxy ( MBE). In contrast to higb-energy
ion implantation, tbe defects created by high-energy electron irradiation are mainly simpte intrinsic point defects,9·10 which provide a test for the importance of point
defects for the 1/f noise in semiconductors.
1

11. PREPARATION Of THE SAMPLES

The samples investigated in this artiele were cleaved
from one single wafer. The GaAs epitaxiallayer was grown
on a 2 in. semi-insulating GaAs substrate of orientation
(OOI) using MBE. The epitaxiallayer, witll a thicltness of
3.2 J.llll, was doped toa level of I. x 10 16 cm ~ 3 using silicon
as an n-type dopanL The temperature during growtb was
630 "C and tbe growth ra te was equal to I tJ.m/ h. Hall bar
structures with ~ix side contact~ were prepared using conJ. Appl. Phys. 73 (51. 1 Merch 1993

ventional photolitbography and etching procedures. The
wid th of tbe Hall bars was 260 1Lffi. The length of the bars
was 2400 J.llll, similar to the samples described previously ."·12 Ohmic contacts to the epitaxial layer were
formed by placing small tin balls on tbe contact areas and
annealing in a Nzl H 2 mixture at 400 'C for 1 min on a strip
beater.
The epitaxial samples were irradiated witb 3 MeV electroos using tbe Van de Graaft' electron accelerator of the
lnterfaculty Reactor Institute of the Delft University of
Technology. 13 The accelerator was operaled in the continuous beam mode at an electron beam current of 10 p.A.
measured on the watercooled aluminum irradiation table
at 15 cm below tbe exit window. The table can be positioned by remote control over a span of 80 cm. In our
Cltperiments the current was set and measured in a position
at a certain distance from tbe target area to prevent stray
electrons from baving any effects. Samples were positioned
at tbe opposite end of the table in the 1 x 1 cm2 target area
vertically below tbe beam tube and attached witb MgOfiJJed silicone beat conduction paste (Scbaffner). Timing of
the irradiation was determined by switching of tbe electron
beam from a deftected position to tbe target, using the
timing unit of tbe aceelerator.
The exact position of the target area and the dose density distribution were determined using densitometry of a
giass plate colored by the beam irradiation, and more accurately, with Radi.acbrotnic nylott thin liJm dosimetry
( Far West Tecbnology Inc: Box # 403, Reader FWf-92
# 3179) basedon N.I.S.T. calibration and cbecked against
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111. EXPERtMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Temperature dependenee of the Hall effect
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Because our samples were rather thin ( 3. 2 p.m) a correction for the depletion layers at the surface and the interface
bas to be taken into account when determining the carrier
concentration in the neutral bulk. 15· 16 The real free..charge
carri!lr concentration n( T) is related to the carrier concentrat ion found from the Hall-eft'ect, nH(T), by
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Fricke ferrous sulphate dosimetry using the JRI 60c.o
gamma source.
11 was found that the dose density distribution in the
target area on the table oould be represented by a Gaussian
distribution with a standard deviation of 1.54 cm. The
value for the current density in the irradiation target area,
at a total beam current of lO }'A, is taken as the value
obtained from a direct current measurement and a surface
dose measurement as 7.5 x lO- 7 A cm - ~ or 4. 7 x 1012 electrons cm- 2 Ç 1, with an estimated error of :>:4%. The
temperature of the samples during irradiation did not exceed 35 "C as measured by a thermocouple during test irradialions.
The samples are thin enough ( 3.2 p.m) to guarantee a
uniform production of defects. We siUdied five groups of
samples irradiated with different doses. The measurements
were performed on several samples from each group. The
notation is as fotlows: I> means before irradiation, r means
an irradiated sample, the number after r indicates the defect production, for example, rl means that we expect a
defect concentration of roughly I x !015 cm- 3 in that sample. All concentrations are in 1015 cm- 3. Table l gives the
sample oode, irradiation time, dose, and the expected defect concentration. The expected defect concentrations are
based on an assumed production ra te r- 5 cm- 1•14 The
radiation mainly produced acceptors. As the irradiation
dose increased, the n-type samples became more compensated. The resistance of r30 was very high and we could not
make ohmic contacts. The samples must have beoome p
type, as follows from tlle extrapolation of the data in Table

( 1)

where

(2)

c is the thickness of the sample, c, and c, are the thicknesses
of the depletion regions at the surface and at the interface,
respectively, 'H is the Hall factor, and T is the temperature.
We had already made such calculations before for
n-GaAs at room temperature11 using the metbod of Chandra et al. 15 In those calculalions we used 0.6 and 0. 75 V for
the surface pinning potential and the interface pinning potential. Good agreement between calculated and observed
thicknesses was found. Therefore we use the same values
bere for the pinning potentials. The Hall factor was taken
as r H = 1 at all temperatures. Figure I sllows n( T) vs
1000/ T. The Hall-eli::ct curves were fitted acoording to the
charge-balance equation developed by Look. g We found
that the curves for the irradiated samples could be fitled
well by assuming that two single-charged centers are created at t:J.E1 "'0.02 eV and at t:J.E2 a0.155 eV below the
conduction band. Both degeneracy factors are taken as
8=4. The concentrations are C1 ".4.5xl015 cm- 3 and
C 2 a.4.7x 1015 cm- 3 in the sample riO. This gives introduetion rates of 2.3 and 2.4 cm -t. Considering the obtained defect production rates, it is almast certain that the
two centers are just the well known electron traps El with
t:J.E1 a.0.045 eV and E2 with t:J.E2 a.0.15 eV induced by
electron irradiation. 9 The differente in the energy level of
the identified center EI could be due toa large error in the
correction of the temperature dependent Hall-effect cilrves

11.

T ABLE I L Electron traps obtaincd from our presen I work and from literature.
After Pons.

Bourgoin.' and

From

Electron

Concent ration In 10 1 ~ cm- l

cross
section

I ntroduct. rale

IntrodueL rate

ilE

u. in À 1

Type

(,cm- 1)

E,
E,

0.045

E,

0.30

22
1200
62

Acc.
Donor
Acc.

0.4

0"15

this work

l.5
1.5

ilE

rl

0.02

0.45

0.15
deq>

-0.08

0.47

r3

1.35
1.4

-0.25

riO

(Tcm- 1)

2.3
2.4
0.4

4.5
4.7

-0.8

Ref. 9.
Ref. 14.
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the same a..o; in Fig. l).

character and neîther can we. However, there are four situations regarding the donor-acceptor characters of El and
E2, where tbe concentration of extra acceptors Ax are dif·
ferent. The results are given in Table Hl. The values are
obtained under two assumptîons: (i) E3 is an acceptor;
(ü) the mobility at 77 K is dominaled by the charged
_
impurity scattering.
Ax from p, at 77 K is consistently 4 x 1015 cm 3 too
high, which could mean that the assumption of El and E2
being single-charged centers is not appropriate. Nevertheless, it does not create a serious problem. The best estima·
tion for Ax is trom n ( T), the va\ues derived trom p, confirm
the general trend. The only case where we do not need any
A. is where both El and E2 are acceptors.
The conclusion is for r 10:

to the depletion region thickness at the lower temperatures,
considering that at 77 K more than 80% of the electroos
were depleted. Following the literature, 9 another commonly identified center E3 with the energy level t:.E3 .. 0.30
eV and an introduetion rate of allout 0.4 cm ·I was also
taken into account in the fitting procedure. Apart from El,
EZ, and E3, there is a constant contribution of a fourth
term that has to be taken into account in the charge..
balance equation. That must be an acceptor A,, low in the
band gap.
The production of defects in GaAs has been studied
before. 9•1 Our results fit well in this generally accepted
picture. The difference with Look's samples is !hal ours are
not so close to compensation. Therefore we do nol find a
sleep slope in the low temperature part of the n(T) curve.
Table 11 shows the results from literature and from our
present work.
The donor or acceptor character is suggested by the
value of u•. Neutral centers have capture-c~ sections
corresponding to theîr geometrie cross section, which
equals several Á 2.
Figure 2 shows the mobility versus temperature. We
used theempirical Stillman-Wolfe re!ation 17 and found the
donor densities Db a 15 x 10 15 cm- 3 and the acceptor den·
sities Ab a 5.5 x 1015 cm- 3 for the samples before irradia·
tion. For the sam~Jes after irradiation we used the BrooksHerring relation 1 to estimate the total concentration of
charged defects from the mobüity at 77 K where impurity
scattering prevaüs. That concentration is allout (Db+ Ah)

C 1 =4.5x 1015 cm- 3,
C2 =4.7,
C3 =0.8,

A, .. 10 if DD for El and El,
Ax "'5

if DA or AD for El and EZ,

Ax aO

if AA for El and EZ.

TABLE 111. Conce!llration of e<tra acceptonA, in Hl" cm_, forsample

riO.
E,
Et

+l4xl01Scm- 3.

The cross sectîons reported in the üterature suggested
that El is an acceptor and E2 is a donor. Fröm the Hallefb:t alone Look could not decide on the donor-acceptor
3

(symbol~

A, from 11( T):
A, from 1-' al 77 K:
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D
A

A
D

A
A
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Boltzmann constant. S,(O) is the so-caUed Jow-frequeacy
plateau value, to be calculated below.

fl G, 3. Typkal noise spectra measural at T " 300 K and E = 6 VI cm (or
the samples with different doses. The thermal noise of 4kTR is subuacred
and its level is given hy the dasbed horizontal lines. The 1/f and the g-r
componenls for fitting are also shown as the dashed-dot curves.

1. GaMration-recombinlltion noiaa·

The g·r noise was found to vary as with square of the
applied voltage, which was expected as a consequence of
resistivity l!uctuations. It was also observed that the norrnalized low-frequency plateau values S,(O)/ V 2 of the g-r
noise increased with the dose of the electron irradiation,
which indicates that the g-r noise was associated with the
delects induced by the irradiation. The ratio between the
Jongitudinal and transversal noise measurernents for the
g-r noise was found to be the same as for the 1/f noise, 11
which indicates that the g-r noise souree is also hornogeneously distributed along the conducting channel. We used
a computer fit of Eq. (3) 10 obtain the low-trequency pla·
teau values and the noise relaxation time 7'. Figures 4 and
5 show the ternperature dependenee of T and of S"( 0) I V2
obtained trom samples of rlO with an electron dose of
2.0x 1015 cm - 2•
The number l!uctuations of the g-r noise cause l!uctuations in the number of ionlzed impurities. This wlll inlluence tbe mobility via impurity scattering. However, that
elieet can be neglected since in our case lattice staltering
prevails. This assumption leads to

The total defect production is then (Cl+ C2 + C3 +A,}
""20 or 15 or 15 or 10 x 1015 cm~ 3 with .,-"" ll or 8.5 or 8.5
or 5 cm~ 1• If we conetude frorn the values of the capture
cross section that El =A and E2=D we obtain T!!!8.5
cm ·t, in agreement with the reported value T-7 cm ·t for
l MeV electrons. 9
In condusion we cannot definitely decide on the
donor-acceptor character of El and EZ, but we feel sure of
the concentrations C1 and C2 in our samples. These concentrations will be used in the analysis of the noise
B. Nolae meaauremente

Low-frequency voltage noise was rneasured on samples
with different irradiation doses. The noise was rneasured as
a function of ternperature between 77 and 300 K in the
frequency range trom 1.6 Hz to 20 kHz. Figure 3 shows a
nurnber of voltage noise spectra measured at room temperature Before irradiation, pure 1/f noise was observed. After irradiation an additional generation-recombination ( or
g-r) noise with a Lorenzian spectrum was present. The
total spectrum can be described by
aV2
Sv(O)
Sv= f N + 1+(2-rrf T)2+4kTR

Sv(O)

( 4)

and
( 3)

(5)

where ( ( M) 7 is the varianee of number l!uctuations in
the center related to the observed g-r spectrum.
We observed only one L.Drenzian in the frequency
range trom 1 Hz 1010kHz. However, more g-r processes
could be present with l/ .,. values ontside our frequency

where a is the 1/f noise parameter, f is the frequency, V
is the applied voltage, N is the total number of tree electroos in the sample subvolurne involved in the noise process, .,. is the noise relaxation time, T is the sample ternperature, R is the resistance of the samples, and k is the
19
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Considering the known electron traps created by electron irradiation,9 E2 would be a probable candidate for the
observed g-r noise. By applying the modilied Copeland
metbod developed by Van Rheenen et al., 22 we found that
the concentration and energy levd of lbe trap were about
O.l4x 1015 cm- 3 and E,-0.18 eV. The capture cross section u of the trap can be determined from the noise relax·
ation time -r. The full expression for the noise relaxationtime -r for one center is described22 by

(6)

(8)

x.

EF=Ec-kT In(;),

where fJ is the capture coelficient associated wilh the recombination process. The capture coelficient fJ can be written as

fJ= ov,J volume,

(9)

wbere u is the capture cross section and v10 is tbe thermal
velocity. From tbe above-mentioned trap concentration
and thermal deplh, the capture cross section u can be determined from Eqs. (8) and (9). We found that ucould be
wntten as
u= u~ exp(

(10)

-EJkT).

The results are shown in Fig. 7. From this ligure we determined u., ..,.lo- 15 cm2 and E".e(0.32 ±0.02) eV.
In Table IV, we summarized the results of noise measurements by oomparing lhe trap parameters extracted
from the noise spectroscopy with those of the trap E2.
The titermal depth is the ouly parameter of tbe trap
that reasonably agrees wilh that of E2. The other parameters do not agree at alL This might suggest that the observed g-r noise is associated with an unknown defect produced by tbe electron irradiation. The concentration
following from the g-r noise gives tbe value 7 x 10- 2 cm- 1

(7)

where Ne is tbe density of state in the conduction band.
From Fig. 6 therefore, it follows that the g-r center is at
about 0.13 eV below the conduction band.
5

'

FIG. 6. Varianee ((M)'} as a function of invcne temperature for sample riO.

whereXP or YP is the number of empty traps X or Y, and
is the number of occupied traps X or Y. This
means that x is the smaller one of
and XP" This condition is fulJilled with our samples in the temperature range
300 K;;~:Tll:200 K ifweassumeX=El at about 0.045 eV
below the condition band and Y=E2 at about 0.15 eV
below the conduction band. Similar conditions for decomposition of two g-r spectra were derived by Van Rheenen
et al., 21 which are sufficient but not necessary. 20 The values
of ( ( M) 2), determined from the low-frequency plateau
are plotted as a tunetion of inverse tetnperature in Fig. 6.
From tbis ligure we can easily obtain a lirst estimate of the
position of the g-r center. According to a simple model22
the complete ligure consists of two exponential branches
with + E"! kT and - E"l kT. There is a maximum at lhe
temperature at which lbe Fermi level crosses the center.
We find lhe maximum at about 10001 T = 3.3 K-t where
the estimated ( ( AX) 2) value is a factor 2 lower than the
extrapolated branch withE,IkT. Theslope givesEx =0.14
eV. At T = 300 K the Fermi level is 0.12 eV below the
conduction band, as follows trom Fig. 1 and

x. or Y.

•

I

range. If there is only one trap tllen ( ( M) 2) is the varianee of the number of trapped electrons. In another pubJication,20 using a thermadynamie approach, we have
sbown that in tbe case of two traps { ( M) ~ of the observed Lorenzian still corresponds to the varianee of the
electrons trapped by the X center if ttle conditioliS N>x
and N>y are fulfilled. x and y are defined by
I
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FIG. 5. The low-frequency plateau values as a runction of invcne tempersture for sample riO.
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FIG. 1.. Capture CI'OSS section obtaine.:l from the noise spectra as a funcuon of mverse temperacure: cr-. -10- 1' cml: Ev'hl 0.32 eV.

for the introduetion rate. This rate is one order of magnitude lower than the rates of the other centers ( see Table
Il).
The capture crO>s section at room temperature is aboul
2 x 10· 21 cm2, which is unusually smalt Similar results
were alsoobtained from the noisespeclra for DX centers in
All •.<Ga,As epitaxial layers. 23 Such an extremely small
crO>s section, which is definitely smaller than the geometrie
cross section of an atom and which is thermally activated,
can normaly only be understood by the so-called multipbonon emission capture prooess due 10 a large lattice
distonion around the defects. 24
Before assigning tbe observed noise to an unknown
center, it is worthwhile 10 examine olher pO>Sibilities which
oould give rise to a small crO>s section when it is delermin~ from the noise spectra. We see only one such possibilny that the noise relaxation-tinte is en baneed w hen the
g-r noîse stetns from the occupancy ftuctuations of a trap
level in the space-charge region near the surface or the
interface In such a space-charge region, the g-r noise relaxation time will be dependent on the distance to the sur.
face The full spectrum of g-r noise after inlegration over
the whole space-charge region is a Lorenzian-like spectrum
smeared out at high frequencies. 25 Uke Kugl~ we perforrned a numerical calculation for such a smeared-out
Lorenzian spectrum assuming the traps to be E2 and E3. lt

TABLE IV. Comparison of the trnp parameters obtain<>:l from the noise
with tha;e of E2.

Parameters

From

lhermal deplh A.•
concentration

capture

CI'C&

EZ

noise

-O.I8eV
0.15 x to" cm_,

0.15 eV
4.7xl0ucm- 3

section:
--10- 15 cm 2
0.32 eV

"·
E.
'See Ref. 9.
6

should be mentioned bere that there is one difference berween Kugler's approacfl and ours. Talting Kleinpenning's
remarksJ> into coosideration, we took the calculated
variances of carriers inslead of sitnply assuming thc
variances to be equal to the total number of the traps. The
spectra were indeed found to be smearing out at high
frequencies with f ·(t 7-!.9l. However, botb the
characteristic rdaxation tinte and the plateau levels were
found to be too small 10 account for the experintental
data.
If we assign the observed g-r noise to an unknown
center, then there remains the problem of why we do not
observe g-r spectra from El and E2. The absence of El and
E2 spectra oould be due 10 their large capture cross sections. We applied the three-Ievel noise theory 21 using the
trap concentrations known from the Hall-elfeet and the
known cross sections of El and E2. 9 After numerically
solving the eigenvalnes of the noise relaxation-tinte matrix,
we estintated that the corner frequencies are in the
frequency range ur-109 Hz and that tbc low-frequency
plateaus are too low to be detected in our experintents.

2. 1/f noiH
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. ( 3) describes the 1/f noise in our samples. Using the sheet concentration of free electroos determined trom the Halleftèct, we found !he 1/f noise parameter a to be in the
range of (2-4) x 10· 4 at room temperature, for diff«ent
individual samples. We found no change in a within a 15%
accuracy at room tetnperature when we compared the
noise of the same sample both before and after irradiation.
We have also measured tbe noise at low temperatures.
Due to the strong depletion of free electroos in the samples
of r 10 with an electron dose of about 2 x 1015 cm· 2, the
temperature range in which the oontacts stayed obmic became narrow, so that reliable noise measurements were
impossible to perform. We obtained noise data only from
the rwo lower dose samples rl and r3. At high tempera"
tures tbe thermally activaled bebavior of a 12 is almO>t unchanged. At lower temperatures, tbe horizontal part of a
was unchanged for the 2 x 1014 cm· 2 dose samples, but
increased by about a factor 3 or 4 for r3 with a dosage
a bout 6 x I0 14 cm· 2.
One model for 1/f noise is basfd on the "local interference" eftèct. 5 Quanturn interterenee causes the resistance of tbe sample to be sensitive to the spatial contiguration of defeets. When tbe defects move around in tbe
sample that oonllguration changes in tinte, and with it the
resistance. We now briefty discuss wilether the local interference model with mobile defects could apply to our samples.
Bourgoin et al. 10 have investigated the intrinsic point
defects in gallium arsenide material grown by different
techniques, and they found that in general a total ooncentration of intrinsic point delects in epitaxial materials is in
the range 1014-1015 cm · 3,.about 100 times lower than in
bulk materials. For our MBE-grown gallium arsenide, a
ooncentration of the isolated point defects is consistent
with the above ftgures; it is roughly .. 1014 cm· 3. ThereRen et al.
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fore. tlle concentrabon of the isolated point defects produced by tlle low dose irradiation would be one or two
magnitudes higher than that of the intrinsic point defects.
Furthc:rmore. thc induc~~l As imemitials are known 10 be
1
rath~r mohilé.''· " whic:h provid~ an "'" ious candidate for
movinl! ddc.:ts in GaA,. H•w.·cvcr. wc did not observe anv
'igni!kam inm:asc of 11 f nois~ This result seems to be
consistent wlth the "locai lnterference" model,' in view of
the fact that only point defects lacking spatial association
were created by tbe electron irradiation. But it should be
also n_oted tbat such a result also suggests tbat the 111
nmse mduced by the defect motion is mostly generaled at
the extended defects like dislocation, precipitates, etc.
However, such a postulation is unlikely to be true in view
of the homogeneous distribution of the 111 noise. In particular, consictering tbat at high temperatures the transport
of charge carriers is mainly dominaled by pbonon scattering, the defect motion is therefore unlikely to be tbe dominant noise souree in our samples. This conclusion is supported by our observation that at high T
the tetnperature deper!denee of the noise does notchange
with irradiation dosage. On the other hand, the defect motiou is tbermally activated. Following the standard arguments for tbe CottStruction of the noise spectra, 1 the tetnperature dependenee of the noise power-spectral-density
S .( T) and tbe frequeny ex ponent y are related by
y(w,T)

I
\' alnSv(w,T)
l-ln(W1'o)
olnT

.,

-I)•

( 11)

wilere w= 211f is the angular frequency and To is the average time interval between jumps of defects. If we assume
that defect motion is the 1/f noise source, tben we would
expect a change in y( w,T) as a function of temperature
because of tbe observed temperature dependenee of the
1/I noise in our santples. 12 We expect y to change from 1.0
to 1.4 in the temperature range 77-300 K. when we take
-r0 -10- 12 s and w-1 kHz. However, we did not observe
any change in tbe slope y either before or after irradiation.
All spectra had slopes of - ( 1.0 ± 0.1) .
Finally, our results provide direct evidenee for disproval of the suggestion that 1/f noise might result from
capture and release of char~ carriers at one discrete level
involving lattice relaxation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
· We measured the Hall-elfeet and noise in electron irradiated epitaxial layers of n-GaAs grown by molecular
beam epitaxy. The defects identüied by Hall-elfeet measurentents agree with tbe literature for the well-known
electron traps El and E2.9 The low-frequency noise in the
irradiated santpies shows 1/f noise, g-r noise, and thermal
noise. The analysis of the g-r noise suggests that an un-

known defect with a low introduetion rate and extremely
small capture cross section was also induced by the electron irradiation. The exact nature of this defect cannot be
given at present. Tbc I/f noise parameter "and the slopes
of thc spectra are not inlluenced by the defccts created by
the electron irradiation. Therefore. defect motion \I f
noise is unlikely to be the dominant noise souree in our
samples.
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GENERATION-RECOMBINATION

NO ISE

F.N. Hooge and 1. Ren
Department of Electdeal Engineering
Eindhoven Univarsity of Technology
Eindhoven, Netherlands

Abstract
We deal with the generation-recombination noise of a three-level system,
consisting of a conduction band and two traps. This problem has long been
solved, but the results were expressed in a complicated formalism.
We present here simple explicit relations which make it easy to interpret
experimentally observed GR spectra.
We derive the conditions under which the spectrum is the sum of two
Lorenzians, each of them characterizing one trap. We also give results
for the cases where these conditions are not fulfilled.

(submitted to Physica B)
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1. Introduetion
The theory of GR noise is fully understood for a two-level model such as a
conduction band and a single trap. The spectrum is then Lorenzian
S

=A

4T

~7+~w~
2 -,"
2

where the relaxation time

(1)
T

is related to the capture cross-sectien o of the

trap. The cross-section and its thermal activatien energy are known for many
traps. The low-frequency plateau 4AT is determined by A, which is a relation
of the numbers (not the concentrations) of empty and occupied traps.
The problem becomes very complicated when we come to a three-level model,
such as a conduction band with two kinds of traps. We may find one or two
Lorenzians. When two Lorenzians are found, they may be the simple one-trap
Lorenzians, but the two Lorenzians could also have relaxation times and
plateaux that differ from those that would have been found if we had two
different samples each with only one trap, and therefore with noise of only
one Lorenzian. The problem was solved many years ago, in a classic paper by
Fasset and van Vliet 1 ). The results were presentedas matrices, which makes
it difficult to see how the cross-sections and concentrations of the traps
could be determined from two observed Lorenzians.
We do notpropose corrections to the published'physical modelor to the
mathematica! analysis. We are, however, looking for explicit relations for
and A and for the conditions under which observed

T

T

and A values are characteristic

of the individual traps. We therefore consider the problem of an experimentalist
who observes a Lorenzian in the noise of a sample that he knows well. He knows
which traps are present and in what concentrations• His problem is whether A and
T

from the observed spectrum agree with the concentratien and cross-sectien of

one of the known traps. If that is not the case, is it then correct to claim
that a new trap bas been discovered by noise spectroscopy ?
In the derivation of the variances in a two-level model use was made of
Burgess' theorem. Since the applicability of Burgess' theerem in a three-level
42

model is open to doubt, we completely avoid the use of this theorem. In a
subsequent publication we intend to discuss the differences between Fasset
and Van Vliet's paper and ours. We shall then also discuss Burgess' theorem.
In this paper we derive explicit relations for the GR spectrum. The theoretica!
treatment is as short as possible. Its only purpose is to prove that the results
and the approximations used are correct. The results are summarised in Fig. 3.
We shall prove that it is perfectly safe to use Fig. 3 when interpreting observed
spectra.
Fig. 1 shows the symbols we use for numbers of states and transition
probabilities. The effective number of states in the conduction band is C, which
is approximately CP, the number of empty states. According to our notation, Cn
is the number of occupied states. We write N instead of Cn since N is the normal
symbol for the number of free electrans
(2)

c•

C 0 N=C.

•

v. v.

x. x.
Fig. 1 The three-level model: conduction band with two traps X and Y.
2. Variances

The number of distinguishable permutations of X levels, of which Xn are
occupied by electrens and X are empty, is given by
p

(3)

Using Sterling 1 s approximation,
dlng _ ln
dX n

x = x
ln ::2-

_I!

X
n

X
n

x
( L+Lî
x x) 6
n

p
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x
xn

ln ..!! -

lt:.x
x

(4)

where öX is defined by

Xn ) = -

öX

- (X

-

p

p

Xp )

(5)

Our whole treatment is based on the quantity x, introduced in (4) as

!.x -

(6)

Using x we shall distinguish several reg i ons of the concentrations in which different
approximations of the exact solutions hold good. An at tempt to arrive at such a distinction in concentratien regions was made in previous publications by considering
2 5
- ) or the Shockley-Reed recombination levels}. Our

the Fermi level

related to Capeland's F(0)

6

). The first termsof an expansion

x is

of dlng/dXn in

6X thus reads :

x

!.

dlng - ln :!?. -

d6X

x

-

x

t;X

(7)

n

A One level, X.
We consider a large system with many states.
There are Xi levels at energy Ei; Xni are occupied,XPi are empty. We fellow the
procedure for deriving the Fermi occupancy factor. We look for the distribution
with maximum probability P, keeping the total number of electrens and the total
energy constant

1:i

and

6X. = 0
l

(8)

_LE.6X. = 0 •
.
1

1

1

Using Lagrange multipliers we find for the equilibrium distribution
t;ln P

=I
i

Hn p.1 =

ln g.
= ~ ( dAX. l

L t;(ln
i

d

1

-

)
a - ~:SE i t;Xi

=0

(9)

.

l

At each level i the expression between brackets must be zero, as the

ax 1

are

uncorrelated.
The equilibrium concentratien at level Xi with 6Xi = 0 then follows from
d ln pi)
( dt;Xi
0

= (d

ln gi) _ a
dt.Xi 0
- i3Ei

=0
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(10)

x

ln ..ll. = a. + ~Ei

(11)

xn

which leads to the Ferrni factor. For the probability of srnall fluctuations àXi
we find
d ln giJ
( daxi
ax.

~E. = (d

a -

1

1

ln giJ - l àX - a daxi
x
i
0

~Ei

= - l àX. •

x

1

(12)

àXi has a gaussian distribution as
ln p(àX .)
1

= ln

p(O)- l_ (àX.) 2
2x

(13)

1

(14)

The varianee (àXi) 2 equals x in this general case with no other condition than
(8): the total nurnber and the total energy are constant.

B Two

levels, X and Y.

We consider this case under the condition that the nurnber of electrans
distributed over these two levels is constant:

ax

(15)

LIY •

We have two equations analogous to (i4) for p(àX) and p(àY), from which it
fellows that
ln P(àX) = ln p(àX) + ln p(àY)

(16)

àX has a gaussian distribution with variance:
(17)

We use the syrnbol ------o to indicate averaging over situations in which the sum
of the fluctuations is zero. -----o

means ------ with àX + àY

= 0.

C Three levels, conduction band and traps X and Y.

The constant number of electrens to be distributed requires:
àX + AY + AN

= 0.

(18)

We write ln P(AX, AY, AN) as:
log P(AX, AY, àN)

= log

P(O) - l[(àX)
2

x
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2

+ iè!l: +
Y

2
(~N)
]
N

(19)

We develop the terms between brackets:

[... ] = (8X)2
x

+ (àN + 8X) 2 + (8~)2
y
'N
+

x

~

(àN +

Ny

_N 8X)2 +
N+y

2 + ~
= (lx + :i-)(8X)
N+y
Ny

(àN +

:J- (8X)2
N+y

~
N+y

8X) 2

(20)

We first consider a constant value of àX and let àN take on all possible values.
We find an average value for the probability of this àX by taking:

J ••.

dN

=

J

d(àN + ~ liX)
(N+y)

(21)

with àX constant. The second term in (20) gives rise to a gaussian term in
(liN +

_N AX), which after integration yields a constant.
N+y

P(liX) with restrietion (18), i,s therefore a gaussian curve with a varianee
determined by the first term of (20):
_ _l _ ..

l+

~

x

(22)
N+y

We find the variances of liY and àN by similar procedures. It will not cause
confusion if from now on we write N instead of
__l _ ..

l +

_1_

(öXPo

x

N+y

__1_ ..

l +

_1_

(liY)2o

y

N+x

__1_

As -AN

= àX

= x(N+y)

(23)

(AY)2o = y(N+x)
N+x+y

(24)

(liX)2o

N+x+y

(25)

= l + _1_

(8N)2o

N

N:

x+y

+ àY, we have:

(8N) 20

= (8X)2°

+ (àY) 20 + 2

(26)
(27)

.::....!.L
N+x+y

For reasens of symmetry:
8NàX0

- Nx
= N+x+y

(28)

....:...BY

(29)

--o-

àNAY

- N+x+y
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Sinee these relations follow from thermadynamie arguments, they will not depend
on kinetic properties of the systems e.g. direct transitions between X and Y.

3. Time dependenee
For the proeesses at the X centre we can write:
dt.X

n
I
~=ex

diCX

= ( I ex

I xc

- I xc)equil. + -dXn
[

J

dl
~flX
dX

n

n

•

T

(30)

From the terros between brackets we obtain:
I

[~ +

ex X

t.N - t.Xn]
N

P

X

=-

(31)
1:

n

In view of (5) this is written as:
I

t.X
l)t.X
+ lN t.Y] = ex [cl+
N
x

(32)

By analogy:

rcA~

flx

+

<~ + ~)llYJ = ~Y

If Y = 0,

T

= Tx

where l_
T
x

x=

T

= Ty

where l_- I

If

0,

= I ex (lN +

Ty

(33)

•

l)

(34)

cl+ l)

(35)

cy N

x

y

(32) and (33) become:
(36)

D Tl

flX + (l_ - l)AY

y

Ty

T

(37)

0

with
0 <

~

<

(38)

There are two solutions for
~n

~

T.

We shall show that one approaches Tx when

0; the other then approaches Ty. Therefore, we call them Tx and Ty.

To simplify the notatien we introduce:
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1
a='r

l

a x =L
'r
x
a

y

A =T
x
x

=L
1:

y

y

(39)

=

A

In this way we obtain two equations on which our further analysis is based:
(40)

(Ax - a)àX + ~AxàY = 0
~A

y àX + (Ay - a)àY

=

(41)

0

(40) and (41) give two solutions for a, which we will call a

a2

x

an a y

a(Ax + Ay ) + (l - ~~)AxAy = 0

(42)

Two limit situations are immediately clear:
0,

if ~~
if

~!]

= 1,

or

a x =Ax

and a

ax

and a

a

0

y

= Ay

(43)

+Ay
y • Ax

+A and a
y
x • Ax
y

(44)

0 .

The discriminant D of the quadratic equation (42) is:
D

= (Ax

- A )2

~!1 A A

+ 4

y

(45)

x y

D is nowhere zero as both terms at the right-hand side are positive in the
range 0

< ~~ <

1. The two branches, ax and ay' will nowhere intersect. The

higher branch will be connected to Ax +Ay at
go to 0 at

~~

= 1.

~~

= 1. The lower branch will

See fig. 2.

log N
----.-·l-,.~- ____.._...~_ ___

I

y

TI

x

- --·--

m

Fig. 2 The inverse frequencies as functions of N.
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Nothing bas been said thus far about which centre is called X and which Y.
Here we choose the symbols X and Y on the basis of:

x

>> y •

(46)

With this choice, x

>>

y, we could have Ax > Ay but also Ax

<

Ay. For the case

Ax >Ay we find from (42):
1

z (Ax +Ay ) +

ax
a

~(Ax

y

l[(Ax - Ay ) 2

+

4 ~~Ax A]!
y

(47)

~nAxy
A]!

(48)

+Ay ) - i[(Ax -Ay ) 2 + 4

The exact solutions (47) and (48) run close to the linear approximations
Ax

+

~n

Ay and Ay -

t~

Ay •

Substitution of (47) and (48) in (40) and (41) makes it possible to write
6X as the sum of the two exponentials. Also, 6Y will be the sum of two exponentials, like 6N. As we know the variances

(23), (24) and (25), we find two

Lorenzians for SN. The problem is solved in principle.
For a straight-forward interpretation of experimentally observed spectra,
however, we need much simpler explicit expressions, which we shall now work out
using a few

approximations~

The various situations, each with its own approximate

results, will be defined by the relativa magnitudes of N, x and y. We define
three regions in which different approximations hold good: I N
II y

<<

N

<<

x and III y

<<

x

<<

<<

y

<<

x,

N.

In the appendix we show how the approximate results are obtained. The solutions
for the frequencies are given as ax and ay in fig. 2. We find there ax
ay

~

~

Ax and

Ay in regions II and III. The spectra show the simple recombination times

of the independent traps if y

<<

N. This condition was also found by Van Rheenen,

Bosman and Van Vliet 4 ). In our notation their relation (42) reads:
1 << (1

+ ~)(1 + ~)
x

y

(49)

'

which is satisfied in regions II and III.
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x» y

Tx

«

Ty

Ty

«

Tx

! log SN

flogN

x
y
N

I

I log SN

SN

x

2

4(~} yTy
N

y

log w

JI

.1.-.

Vrx
N

Vrx

log SN

w

Vry

log SN

4xTx

x

Fig. 3

~

Approximate solutions for the generation-recombination spectrum of the
three-level model with traps X and

Y~

Fig. 3 shows the Lorenzians. When Ty << Tx there will always be two Lorenzians.
When Tx << Ty' however, the low-frequency y-spectrum may be below the white
plateau of the x-spectrum, so that only one Lorenzian is observed.
The spectra look like those of independent traps if the low-frequency plateaux
equal 4xTx and 4yTY. The appendix and Fig. 3 show that this is only the case in
region III. Only in region III is a naive interpretation correct. We agree with
Van Rheenen, Bosman and Van Vliet

4)

, who for this situation found their

relation (46), which in our notatien reads: 1/N << 1/x and 1/N << 1/y. They
also state that the Fermi level should be a few kT away from either of the
traps. This is incorrect. There is no condition for the Fermi level.
50

Situations in which the observed white plateau corresponds toN, x or y will be
easily recognized. There are, however, situations in which the plateau does
not correspond to simply N, x or y. With a naive interpretation this will lead
to strange activation energies and concentrations, suggesting the discovery
of a new generation-recombination centre.
5. The interpretation of observed spectra
Here we summarize the results without paying attention to the mathematica!
treatment. The experimentalist who is interested in applying the results will
find in this section all he needs for understanding fig. 3. We therefore
repeat some definitions which are scattered over the text.
We assume that we know all equilibrium concentrations in the sample.
N is the number -not the concentration- of the free electrons. X is the
number of one kind of trap. The number of occupied traps is X ; X is the
n
p
number of empty traps. The second trap is Y with Y + y
p
n

= Y.

Our final

results are so simple because they are expressed in quantitiès x and y,
defined by:
(6)

When X and X have different orders of magnitude, x is the smaller of the two.
n

P

There are no conditions for the donor or acceptor character of Y and X.
All cases will have a charge neutrality equation for the fluctuations:
liX

+ l!.Y + l!.N

=0

(18)

When x, y and N have different orders of magnitude the approximations
given in Fig. 3 can safely be used. When this is not the case, we must use the
exact relations (23) to (29) for the variancesand (47) and (48) for the
relaxation times 'x

= a-l
x

and

1

y

=a

-1

y

In these relations and in Fig. 3 there appear the characteristic times Tx and
T , which are the relaxation times of samples with X only or Y only, respecy

tively. Tx and Ty are given by the relations (34) ~nd (35). Fig. 3 shows the
situations in which

1

x

Ty : N should be larger than y.
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The denominator of the expressions (23-29) for the variance, N+x+y, may
give rise to a well-known factor 2 in the case of a quite normal charge
neutrality condition such as N
0

(y << N =x= D+ << D

= D+,

where D+ is an empty donor:

~ D).
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we derive the approximate solutions shown in fig. 3.
Substitution of ax in (40) or in (41) gives the ratio of 6Yx and 6Xx.
The ratio of 6X

and 6Y

y

is found by substitution of a

y

in (40) or (41).

y

Then we obtain 6N, expressed in 6Xx and 6Yy, which yields 6N as a function
of 6X and 6Y. Using (23) to (29) we find approximations for the correlation
function of N as the sum of two exponentials, one with Tx' the other with
T , which in many cases can be approximated by T and T .
x

y

A Three approximations with Ax
I

N

<<

a
a

y

x
y

x

<<
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Chapter 5

Intrinsic and Extrinsic 1/f Noise Sourees in Proton-irradiated
n-GaAs Epitaxial Layers

L. Ren
Department of Electrical Engineering
Eindboven University of Tecbnology
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract
The low-frequency resistance noise of proton-irradiated n-GaAs
epitaxial layers was studled at temperatures from 77 to 300 K.
Two types of 1/f noise were identified from the temperature
dependenee of

the 1/f noise parameter a.

One type of

1/f

noise, which is dominating at high temperatures, seems to be
of intrinsic crigin related to the lattice phonon scattering.
The other one dominating at lower temperatures,
extrinsic crigin

induced

by the

irradiation.

is then of

The extrinsic

type of 1/f noise is consistent wi th the picture of quanturn
11

local-interference" effect and can reasonably be described by

the Dutta-Dimon-Horn model [IJ.
(submitted to Joumal of Applied Physics)
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I. Introduetion
Evidence in support of a relation between 1/f noise and lattice

defects

has

been

continuously

accuroulating

[1-12].

In

particular, in metal films the 1/f noise is commonly described
by the so-called Dutta-Dimon-Horn (DDH) model [1], as arising
from

a

distribution

of

thermally

activated

processas

with

typical activatien energies centered at - 1 ev and a width of
several tentbs of ev. Other direct evidence pointing to defect
hopping as the microscopie souree of 1/f noise in metal films
has also been put forward

[ 13-15] .

the

effects

quanturn

interterenee

It was demonstrated that
are

responsible

for

the

coupling of defect motion to the fluctuations in the electrical

resistance

[ 16-18].

In

semiconductors,

however,

the 1/f

noise is poorly understood [19]. For a long time, it has been
demonstrated that an empirica! relation[ 20] is successful in
descrihing the 1/f noise in homogeneaus samples and in semiconductor devices [21]. This relation relates the relative 1/f
noise power density SR/R2 of the fluctuations in the resistance
R to the total number of charge carriers N in the sample:
(1)

a

is often called the 1/f noise parameter.

Relation

( 1)

is

more likely to suggest an intrinsic origin of the 1/f noise as
caused by mobility fluctuations,
charge

carriers

N appears

as

since the total

the

normalizing

number of

factor

[22].

However, recent experimental results on the temperature dependenee of a are difficult to understand

[23],

especially the

1/f noise in epitaxial GaAs, which was understood to be caused
by mobility fluctuations

[ 24]. The strong temperature depen-

denee of a in epitaxial n-GaAs was found not able to be described by the DDH model [23]. In Si, the noise parameter a and
its temperature dependenee were found to depend on the manu-
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facturing processes (25 1 26]

1

which indicates that a is sensi-

tive to crystal quality. But in a what way does a depend on
the perfectness of crystal lattice is still an open question.
In

order

to

obtain

a

better

understanding

of

the

quality

dependenee of a in semiconduetors 1 we have studled the noise
of epitaxial n-GaAs irradiated by 3 MeV electrons [27]

1

where

the indueed point defects turned out to have little effect on
a

or on i ts temperature dependenee.

Here,

we report on the

noise in epitaxial n-GaAs bombarded by 3 MeV protons. In this
way 1

the influence of some sort of clusters induced by the

proton irradiation was examined. The results clearly show that
there eoexist two types of noise sourees 1 which we call intrinsic and extrinsic 1/f noise sources.

IL Experimental Procedures
Epitaxial n-GaAs doped with Si was grown by a VARIAN MOD 3"
molecular

beam

epitaxy

(MBE)

system.

The

structure

of

the

samples used in this study was somewhat different from the
previously-used bulk samples [ 27-29] . Two sandwi tched Al.Ga1 _.As
(x=O. 3) layers of 20 nm thiek were used to confine the electron

transport

in

the

bulk region

by

forming

the band-gap

mismatebed barriers at interfaces. The bulk n-GaAs doped with
Si to a

level of 2x10 16cm-• was grown on a

2 mm thiek semi-

insulating GaAs substrate. The Al.Ga._.As layers were doped with
Si to a level of 1. 3xl0 16cm->. The growth temperature was 600
°C. The thickness of the epitaxial layers was

3.2~m.

Hall bar

struetures with six side eontacts were prepared using eonventional photolithography and wet-etehing procedures. The width
of the bars was

260~m.

The length of the bars was

2400~m.

Ohmic contacts to the epitaxial layer were formed by plaeing
tin balls on the contact areas and annealing in a
at 400 ·c for one minute on a strip heater.
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N~/H 2

mixture

The

samples

were

irradiated

wi th

3

MeV proton

beams

(u+)

produced by the 30 MeV AVF cyclotron of the Eindhoven Universi ty

of

Technology.

The

proton

beam

was

homogenised

by

a

diffuser and checked to be homogeneously distributed within a
circle with a radius of about 4 cm. The current in a centre
area with a radius of 4 mm was measured in order to calculate
the irradiation intensity. This was carried out by a rotating
vane in front of the sample. Scattered protons were measured
at an angle of 90° by means of a surface harrier detector. The
calibration

was

performed

with

the

measured

current

in

a

Tocaday cup without the sample in the beam as well as with a
small beam stop in front of the sample bebind a

<1>

4 mm di-

aphragm. A thick graphite disk was used to proteet the contact
areas from irradiation, while the centre part of the samples
was

exposed

to

the

incoming

protons

through

a

rectangular

hole. Five different doses were used. Table I gives the sample
code,

irradiation

intensi ty

number of protons per cm

Table I.

Sample

2

the

dose

<1>,

which

is

the

Sample code, irradiation intensity, time and doses.

x 10

7.7

x 1011

3.75 x lOll
11
1.9 x 10

distribution

of

9.5 x 10

5
20
40
160

the

implanted

11

1.9 x 1012
7.5 x 1012
13
1.5x 10
13
3.0 x 10

2.5

11

3.75 x 10

(s)

time

11

1.9

Dose 0
(H+/cm 2 )

Irradiation

Irradiation
intensity (H+/cm 2 s)

3

depth

and

•

4
5

The

2

ions

can

be

well

approximated by a Gaussian distribution, which is determined
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by the projected range Rp and the straggling ARP [30]. For the
most common ion-substrata combinations,

the range parameters

have been tabulated, for example by Biersack [31]. By extrapolating bis data, we could find the Rp and ARp to be about
1~m,

and

50~m

respectively for 3 MeV protons in GaAs. Consequently,

the protons were stoppad deep in the substrata.

The defect

production in the epitaxial layer can be regarded to be homogeneous, in view of the thickness of our epitaxial layers and
the distribution of the protons over the sample.
The experimental set-up for measuring noise is described in
detail

elsewhere

[ 28] •

A

cryostat was

used

to

perfarm the

temperature dependenee of noise and Hall effect measurements.
The cryostat was cooled with liquid nitrogen. The temperature
was measured by a

copper-constantan thermocouple mounted on

the sample holder close to the sample. The resistance R of the
sample

as

a

function

of

temperature

and

the

thermal

noise

level 4kTR were also measured to check the real sample temperature. Both the voltage fluctuations along and perpendicular
to the current path were measured to ensure that the noise
contribution from cantacts could be neglected.

111. Hxperimental results
A. Hall effect
The Hall

effect was measured between

current of 50

~A

77

and

300

K with a

and a magnetic field of 0.5 T. Fig. 1 shows a

plot of n, the concentratien of the free charge carriers, as a
tunetion of inverse temperature,
Hall

factor

r=1. 0,

1000/T. We assumed for the

independent of temperature.

It

is clear

that the irradiation creates mainly acceptars since the concentration of the charge-carriers decreasas with the increase
of

the

dose,

as

indicated

in Fig.

1.

By using

the

charge

neutrality equations [32], it was estimated that a deep level
of about 0.1 ev could account for the temperature dependenee
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,...
'e

..=!

c:

Fig. 1

Concentratien of free charge carriers versus inverse
temperature.
0: Before irradiation
+: irradiation dose 9.5xlO"cm- 2
v:
1. 9xl0' 2 cm- 2
7. 5xl0 12 cm- 2
1. 5x10"cm- 2
t:
3. OxlO"cm-a
1:

of the free charge carriers at high temperatures from 300 to
200 K. This deep level could be the well-known electron trap
E2 [ 33].

~

Fig. 2 shows the mobility
comparison,
optica!

the

phonon

lattice

mobility

scattering

crystalline semiconductors,
impurities

and

as a tunetion of temperature. For
is

also

calculated
shown.

for

For

the

polar

hydragen

in

it is quite well known that the

lattice defects

are

often passivated

by

the

hydragen through H bonding [34]. Mobility in the hydrogenated
materials is, therefore, expected to be enhanced. Our results
in Fig. 2, where mobility decreases with increasing irradiati-
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on dose, are consistent with the fact that the protons were
stopped in the substrate.

10 36·~;-;;o~ao~1o=o~-2~o:Ao___".3-:.:;00~4oo
T(KJ
Fig. 2

Mobility versus temperature (symbols have the same
meaning as in Fig. 1). The solid line shows the cal
culated mobility caused by polar optica! pbonon scat
tering.

8. Noise
Excess resistance noise has been measured both before and
after H+ irradiation. The noise was measured as a function of
the irradiation dose and temperature between 77 and 300 K in a
frequency range of 1 Hz to 20 kHz. Several bias voltages were
applied in order to check whether the measured noise stemmed
from resistivity fluctuations. The results always showed a
quadratic dependenee of the noise on the bias voltage.
Before irradiation, all noise spectra had a good 1/f shape at
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Fig. 3

all

several noise spectra at different temperatures for
sample 4. The solid lines are the best fits to the 1/f'
spectra. The broken lines indicate the g-r components.
•: longitudinal noise at E
9 V/cm and T
295 K;
x: longitudinal noise at E = 5.2 v;cm and T = 214 K;
0: longitudinal noise at E = 3.6 V/cm and T = 205 K;
•: transversal noise at E = 3.5 V/cm and T = 188 K;
0: longitudinal noise at E = 2.7 v;cm and T = 78 K.

temperatures

at

which the

noise

data

was

taken.

After

irradiation, several changes in the noise spectra were observed.

Below 150K, all samples showed good 1/f spectra at low

frequencies.

Above 150K, several distinct generation-recombi-

nation

humps

( g-r)

growing wi th the

irradiation doses

we re

observed in addition to the 1/f noise. Here, it was difficult
to fit such g-r humps by a single Lorentzian, while there were
no such problems with the electron-irradiated samples

( 27].

Furthermore,

humps

appeared,

the

in

the

1/f

temperature

noise

range

deviated
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from

where
slope

the

g-r

-1.0

for

the

samples with the two highest doses. Fig. 3 shows a number of
spectra from sample 4 wi th a irradiation dose of 1. 5x10 13cm- 2 •

. .. .
• .... •

I

•
V

·.

7

1ö
Fig. 4

:r

4

s

6 1

a

.. ..

..

9 10 11 12 13

1ooo/T! K-1 l

a as a function of inverse temperature (symbols have
the same meaning as in Fig. 1). Arrows indicate the
noise peak (see text).

In Fig. 4, we present the 1/f noise parameter a as a function
of inverse temperature. The a-values were evaluated at 1 Hz
from NSv/V 2 , where N is the number of charge carriers as determined from the Hall effect, Sv is the voltage speetral power
density and V is the bias voltage. The noise power density was
found to be reproduelbie during several temperature cyclings.
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Before

irradiation 1

dependences

of

a

two

branches

[29]

were

with different

found.

After

temperature

irradiation 1

the

striking result is that at high temperatures where a is strongly temperature dependent 1

the 1/f noise is not affected by

the proton irradiation. While at low temperatures 1 where a is
weakly dependent on temperature 1 a increases with the irradiation
[ 27]

doses.
a

1

of

In
W

contrast
irradiated

to

the

electron-irradiated

samples

irradiation at low temperatures.

is

very

sensitive

samples
to

the

Al though there is less than

10% change in the mobility at 78 K in the sample 1 1 a change
of almost two orders of magnitude in a was observed.
5

1

In Fig.

we plot the a-values at 78K (representing the temperature-

independent branch of a) and a-values at 300 K (representing
the temperature dependent branch of a) versus the irradiation
dose

~.

Fig. 5 shows that a-values at 78 K are almost linearly

10

2

., r=
o:

T~

295

K

7B

K

/

-3

10

0

-o-

a

0

-

~

-

0

•
-4

10

•

_s

10 '-.'1-1-'1-'-'-=1z:-'----'--'~-'-'-'.-13,----'----'--'-'-'-L.LIJ 14
0
5x10 10
10
2

Irradiation dose

Fig. 5

rJ>

(cnï

1

)

a-values at 300 K and at 78 K as a function of the
irradiation doses ~- The solid line is the best fit to
the data at 78 K. The broken line represents doseindependent a-values at 300 K. Obviously 1 the relatively higher a-values at 300 K of the samples 4 and 5
are caused by the contribution from the extrinsic 1/f
noise source.
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~

proportional to

while a-values at 300 K are almost indepen-

~.

dent of

IV. Discussion

Considering the different behaviour

of

the

proton irradiation 1 the noise data in Fig.
that

the

two

correspond

branches

to

temperatures 1

two

of

the

different

1/f noise under
4 clearly reveals

temperature

noise

dependenee

mechanisms:

at

the

a

of

high

the 1/f noise seems to be dominated by an un-

known souree of an intrinsic origin 1 while at low temperatures
the noise is obviously dominated by an extrinsic noise souree
induced by the irradiation. We observed that in almost all the
samples 1

a

peak in

the

1/f

noise

power

densi ty

showed

up

around 180 K. At the high temperature side of the peak 1 the avalues

tended

to

coincide

with

the

peaks 1

as indicated by the arrows

intrinsic

in Fig.

41

values.

The

were slightly

moving to low temperature as the irradiation dose increased.
This phenomenon reminded us of the DDH model.
that

model 1

density,

Sv 1

the

temperature

dependenee

of

the

According to
noise

power

simply represents the behaviour of the distributi-

on function of activatien energies, D(E0 ) [1] via
D(E) -

6>Sv(6>,T)

0

(2)

kT

Here E0

=

-kTln(~r 0 ),

mann's constant,

where T is the temperature, k is Boltz-

~ =2~f

is the angular frequency and r 0 is the

attempt time of the activated processes.
Therefore 1 the peak energy

E"

in D(E") is related to the peak

temperature in the noise power density 1 Tp, by
(3)

This implies that EP was slightly reduced as the irradiation
dose

increased,

which can be understood by attributing the
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activated processes to some defect hoppings through the lattice. The higher the dose, the heavier the lattice damage, hence
the

easier the

value of 10-

12

motion of
for

S

10

the defect.

If we

take

a

typ i cal

a value of about 0. 35eV can be estimated

,

from eq. (3) from our noise data of sample 4.

1.3
1.2

1.1

y 1.0

•

-·

• -•

0.9
0.8
0.7
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1ooo/T (K-1)

Fig. 6

The frequency exponent y as a function of inverse
temperature for sample 4. The solid dots are the
experimental data points and the open circles connected by the solid lines, are the calculated results
following from eq. (4).

Around the peaks there is a strong temperature dependenee of
the noise,

which enables us to test the most characteristic

feature

DDH

of

model,

frequency exponent y
y ( T ) = 1-

.

=

the

between

Sv(~a~,T)

and

the

-(alnSv/alnf) through the expression [1]

[ alnSv(W, T)

1

ln(w,; 0 )

relation

alnT

-1

l

(4)

The directly measured values of y , using the least square fit
to

the

spectra

Sv

at

the

low
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frequencies

where

no

obvious

"knees" or "bendings" appear, is plotted in Fig. ~ as a function of inverse temperature. In order to get rid of the temparature dependenee of the concentratien of the charge carriers,
we used the temperature dependenee of a instead of that of ~
versusT to calculate y(T) from eq. (4). The calculated values
of y from eq. 4 at different temperatures, using the spline
fit to a(T) and 1 0 =10-"'s, are also shown in Fig. 6. Although
there is a large scattering in the calculated y, the general
pattern of calculated y(T) is well matched to that of the
experimental data, except near room temperature. The disagreement between the trend of calculated and experimental y(T)
near room temperature could be due to the demination of the
intrinsic noise souree at high temperatures.
In the clean limit (defined as the inelastic scattering rate
being greater that theelastic scattering rate), which is true
for non-degenerata semiconductors at most of interest temperatures, the quantum "local-interference" effect is resulted
from the "Born-approximation" [18]. It requires a close spatial correlation among the defects, wi thin a few lattice constants [17]. Therefore, the comparisons to the noise data of
n-GaAs irradiated by 3 MeV electrons [ 27] suggest that the
extrinsic type 1/f noise in our H• irradiated n-GaAs samples is
consistent with the "local-interference" model. A notable
difference between the electron- and proton-irradiated samples
is that the electron irradiation influence the conduct i vi ty
more than a; while the influences of W-irradiation has just
the opposite trend. This fact simply reflects the difference
in the microstructure of the damage in the l.attice. Since the
mass of the electrens is much smaller than the masses of host
atoms, the energy transmitted to the host atoms by collisions
is very small [35], compared with the 3 MeV kinetic energy. It
is just of the order of the threshold energy: the energy
required to displace one atom to produce a vacancy and interstitial pair ( -10 ev in GaAs). Tims, only simple intrinsic
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point defects, randomly distributed in the lattice, are created by high-energy electron irradiation.

Those point defects

are then expected to act mainly as electron traps and charged
scattering

centres.

Hence,

with

electron

irradiation,

expect little effect on 1/f noise according to the
interference" model,
spatial

where only moving defects wi th a

correlation

contribute

to

the

1/f

noise

we

"localclose

generation

[17]. On the other hand, the damage totheGaAs lattice caused
by the high-energy protons

is much more severe because the

transmitted energy is large [35], many orders higher than the
threshold

energy.

The

displaced

atoms

themselves,

can

thus

also displace other atoms, so that a cascade of displacements
of atoms re sul ts. This leads to an accumulation of vacancies
and inters ti ti als,

as well as other complex lattice defects,

along the ion path. At low irradiation doses, isolated damaged
regions are first created. With an increase of the dose, the
si ze of a damaged region expands.

At a very high dose,

the

damaged regions overlap until the entire irradiated region is
converted to an amorphous

phase.

The correspondent cri ti cal

dose is about 4x10 17 cm- 2 for 1 MeV protons implanted into GaAs,
according to Pearton et al.

[ 34] . Therefore, considering the

doses of our irradiation (9x1on -

1014 cm- 2 ) ,

the damages are

like some sort of clusters, where the inner part of the clusters is composed of agglomerated vacancies and they are surrounded by point defects like the interstitials and the complexes of escaping vacancies with impurities, etc. Hence, more
noise · is

expected

based

on

the

"local-interference"

model.

This conclusion is supported by the result in Fig. 5, where a
«

~

simply implies that the moving defects are associated with

the clusters since the number of clusters is expected to be
directly proportional to the dose
tive

analysis

based

on

the

~.

However, for a quantita-

quanturn

interference

theories

[ 17,18], the species of the mobile defects, their quantities
and their spatial arrangements have to be indentified. Qualitatively,

our

experimental

observations
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are

quite

good

in

agreement with the quantum "local-interference" model.
An explanation is still missing for the intrinsic type of 1/f
noise as identified in our samples. However, it may be interesting to speculate on physical mechanisms which could account for such a strong temperature-dependent a observed in
our n-GaAs samples, and at the same time show a 1/f spectrum.
From our measurements of the 1/f noise in Hall voltage [ 24],
it suggests that the intrinsic noise souree is related to the
lattice phonon scattering. The present resul ts a lso support
this idea in view of that the lattice phonon scattering is
little affected by the low-dose H+ irradiation. For an assumption that the 1/f noise is caused by phonon energy fluctuations, Musha et al. [ 36] even demonstrated that the fluctuations in pbonon number per mode is indeed a 1/f spectrum, by
their light scattering experiment. However, as we shall point
out, this cannot explain a strong temperature dependenee in a
under the thermal equilibrium condition, since from the empirica! relation, eq.(1), one expects:
o:(T)-

<(41-lphonon)2>

- <(4nq)2>

Cnq) 2

V. phonon2

(5)

Where in thermal equilibrium, according to Bose-Einstein
distribution, the average number nq of the phonon mode q is
<n

q

>=

1

h6>

exp(--q) -1
kT

(6)

and the varianee of phonon number fluctuations is
(7)

Therefore, no temperature dependenee of a would be expected
from eq. ( 5) , since at normal temperature the average pbonon
number is much larger than unity. But, on the other hand, one
could ask "Do pbonon excitations really reach their thermal
equilibrium state in a normal measuring time scale?"
Th is
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question has already been raised by Musha and Borbely [37].

V. Condusion
We have performed noise maasurement on the proton-irradiated
n-GaAs epitaxial layers in a temperature range from 77 to 300
K. Two different types of 1/f noise sourees were revealed from
the temperature dependenee of a.

The one dominating at high

temperatures and with a thermally activated a, was found to be
independent of the irradiation doses.

Therefore it is likely

to have an intrinsic origin. The other one with a temperature
independent a and important at low temperatures, was found to
be very sens i ti ve to the irradiation doses. We attributed i t
to an extrinsic origin.

The noise kinetics of the extrinsic

type of 1/f noise reasonably agree with the thermal activated
model proposed by Dutta et a1.[1].
data

of

defect

the
motion

electron-irradiated
is

the

Comparisons to the noise
samples,

microscopie

souree

suggest
for

that

the

the

observed

irradiation-induced 1/f noise.
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Chapter 6

1/f Noise in an AlxGa,.,As/GaAs Heterostructure between 77 and
300 K

L. Ren and M.R. Leys
Department of Electrical Engineering & Department of Pbysics
Eindboven University of Tecbnology
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Low-frequency

(LF)

noise

was

measured

on

an

Al.Ga~_.As/GaAs

heterostructure in the temperature range from 77 to 300 K. Two
types of excess noise,

1/f and an extremely broadened

Lorentzian noise 1 were observed. Like van Die et al.
tributed the observed EB-Lorentzian

nois~

1

(EB)

we at-

to the real-space

transfer of the electrans from the two-dimensional electron
gas

( 2DEG)

to the n-Al.Ga,_.As layer and vice versa.

A good

agreement of a-values of the 1/f noise at high temperatures
and their temperature dependences in the heterostructures with
those of bulk n-GaAs indicate that the 1/f noise in the heterostructures has the same origin as in bulk n-GaAs.
(submitted to Physicsa B)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heterostructures are realised by growing a wide band-gap semiconductor on top of a small band-gap semiconductor.
well-known
electrons

system,
are

Si -doped

accumulated

Al.Ga 1 _,As

and

on

confined

For the

undoped-GaAs,
in

a

quanturn

the
well

formed at the interface of GaAs to Al,Ga1 _,As [ 1] • The transport
of the electrons confined in the quanturn well is quantized in
the direction perpendicular to the interface. These electrons
are of ten called a two-dimensional electron gas

( 2DEG) . The

mobility of the 2DEG electrons is very high as a result of the
absence

of

charged

impurity

scattering

in

the

conducting

channel,

because of the spatial separation of the electrons

from their parent donors in the n-Al.Ga 1 _.As layer. Therefore,
such a heterostructure provides an opportunity to study the
1/f noise, which is caused by lattice scattering only. such a
study is not possible with homogeneaus samples of high purity
GaAs because of the difficul ties of making good Ohmic contacts.
Low-frequency noise in the Al.Ga 1 _.As/GaAs heterostructures and
in heterostructure field effect transistors has been studied
intensively (2-12]. Most of the investigations show that generation-recombination (g-r) noise dominates over 1/f noise at
low frequencies.

The g-r noise

is

frequently

attributed to

trapping-detrapping of the charge carriers at the DX eentres
which are present in the n-Al,Ga 1 _.As layers
al.

[ 4-8] • Tacano et

[ 10, 11] observed 1/f noise in Al,Ga 1 _.AsjGaAs heterostruc-

tures with SnAu contacts and in a device with a van der Pauw
shape.

They

parameter a,

found

1/f

noise

as defined by Hooge's empirica! relation

that

at

room

temperature

the

[ 13],

was about 7 .1x1o-• [ 11] and 1. 7x1o-' [ 10] for the heterostructures. However, nothing was reported on the temperature dependenee of the 1/f noise in those _heterostructures. Therefore,
the purpose of this paper is to compare the 1/f noise
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and

its
temperature
dependenee
measured on an Al.Ga,_,.As/GaAs
heterostructure with those obtained on homogeneaus n-GaAs
samples [14] in order to identify the 1/f noise sourees in the
heterostructures.
11. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The heterostructures used in our experiments were grown by a
VARIAN MOD 3" molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system. The growing
sequences of the mu1tilayer structures were as follows: an
undoped GaAs buffer layer of 4#-!m thick on top of the semiinsulating Cr-doped GaAs substrate; an undoped Al 0 • 3Ga 0 .,AS
spaeer layer of 20nm thick; a 1. 8xlo'•cm-' Si-doped Al 0 _,Gao. 7 As
carrier supply layer of 40nm thick: then an undoped GaAs cap
layer of 17nm. Fig. 1 shows the layer structure and the con17 run undoped GaAs

40 nm 1.8 x 10

18

cm

-3

GaAs

Si·doped Al 0 . 3Ga 0 . 7As

~

4

2DEG

tm undoped GaAs

semi-insulating GaAs substrate

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Layer structure of the sample;
(b) Conduction band diagram of an Al.Ga,_.As/GaAs heterostructure. The current flows parallel to the interface.
duetion band diagram of the heterostructure. The growth temperatures was 630 "c. The GaAs growth rate was l~m/hr. Hall
bar structures with six side contacts were prepared using
conventional photolithography and wet-etching procedures. The
width of the bars was 260~m. The length of the bars was 2400#-1m. Ohmic contaats to the heterostructure were formed by pla-
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cing tin balls on the contact areas and annealing in a N2 /H 2

·c

mixture at 400

for one minute on a strip heater. The con-

tacts show good Ohmic I-V characteristics in the whole temparature range.
The low-frequency noise was measured under several bias conditions and at temperatures between 77 and 300 K in a frequency range from 1 Hz up to 20 KHz.
transversal

noise

(defined

as

Bath the long i tudinal and

the

noise

measured

along

or

perpendicular to the current) were measured in order to study
the spatial dis tribution of the 1/f noise.

The experimental

set-up and the arrangement for the longitudinal and transversal noise measurement were the same as described in ref. [15].

111. EXPERIMENT AL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Hall effect measurements
In order to characterise the heterostructure,

we made

Hall

effect and resistivity measurements on our standard Hall bars.
The Hall effect was measured in its linear range both regarding the magnetic field and the current.

Typical values for

the magnetic field and current were 0.2 T and 50

~A,

respec-

tively. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the sheet Hall electron concentratien n 8 and the Hall mobility
calculated

mobility

due

to

~H

only

versus the temperature. The
the

polar

optica!

phonon

scattering is also shown in Fig. 3, for comparison. At reasonably

low temperatures,

dominated

by

the

2DEG.

the transport of
At

high

charge carriers

temperatures,

the

is

parallel

conduction in the 2DEG and in the AlxGa,_.As layer has to be
considered. According to Petritz's parallel layer model [16],
the experimental Hall concentratien and the Hall mobility are
determined by:
(n:wJ:.I2v+ nAlGaAsJ:.LAlGaAs)

n2vJ:.L~v+ nAlGaAsJ:.I~GaAs
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2

(1)

(2)

Where the subscripts

20 and AlGaAs

stand for the

2DEG and

Al.Ga, __As 1 respect i vely.

-E

'··

N

I

u

:::&:

•••••

•

•

F

1011~+-L_+-1~~~~~~-~L
4 6 8 10 12 14
1
)

1000/T{I(
Fig. 2

Hall electron concentration as a function of inverse
temperature.

The carrier concentra ti on in the 2DEG 1 n 201 is expected to be
almost temperature independent since the charge carriers of
2DEG are separated from their parent donors and are usually
degenerated.

In

the

bulk

Al.Ga1 _.As

layer

with

x>0.22 1

the

concentration of the carriers is governed by the so-called DX
centres[17]
resul t

and n.._,GAAS decreasas exponentially with 1/T as a

of the

freeze-out

of the

charge-carriers

to a

deep

donor level (18]. Consictering a rather large self-compensation
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10

10
T (K)

3

Fig. 3

Hall mobility as a function of temperature. The solid
curve corresponds to polar optica! phonon scattering.

of

Si

the

dopant

in

III-V compounds,

nu"'""' will

decreases,

according to [19], as
(3)

Where

t:.Ed

is

the

thermal

depth of

the

dominant deep donor

level, k is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature.
Therefore, we can attribute the horizontal part of nH vs 1000/T
in Fig. 2 to the electrans in the 2DEG. Hence n, 0 =3. 3x 1011 cm->.
In the highly doped Al.Ga 1 _.As
1-'AlGaAs

( 1. 8x10 18 cm-'

for

our sample),

is very low, about 1000 cm2 /Vs [20] and weakly dependent

on temperature.

Wi th

/.1. 20

much

80

higher than IJ."'"•"s,

the

ratio

of (nu .......I-'Al-)/(n,DI-' 2 ") is small compared to 1. Eq. (1) can be
reduced to:
(4)

We can estimate the thermal depth of the dominant DX centre in
the Al.Ga1 _.As from eq. ( 4) i f the temperature dependenee of the
mobility ratio is weaker than that of n.u.,.....,.. Combining eqs. (3)
and (4), we found a thermal depthof about 60 meV. Considering
that the thermal depth of the DX centre in the Si-doped
Al.Ga1 _.As is found to vary almost linearly from 0 to about 160
meV with x from 0.22 to 0.45 [17], we can estimate a thermal
depth of AEd • 55 mev for the DX centre when x=0.3. Therefore,
the value of about 60 mev (as estimated from the Hall effect)
is in good agreement with that of the DX centre.
B. Hoise :measurements
Two types of the excess noise, 1/f noise and an extremely
broadened (EB) Lorentzian noise, were identified from the
noise spectra. For both types of the noise, the noise power
densities were found to be quadratically dependent on the bias
voltage,
indicating resisti vi ty f luctuations.
The ratio
between the longitudinal and transversal noise power density
was found to be in good agreement with the theoretica! value
of about 0.12 for our sample configuration [15]. This indicated that both types of noise were homogeneously distributed
in the conducting channel. Fig. 4 shows a number of the noise
spectra measured at different temperatures. The noise spectra
presented in Fig. 4 (a) are the long i tudinal noise. The other
noise spectra concern the transversal noise. Between 77 and
about 120 K, only 1/f and thermal noise were observed, as
indicated in Fig.4(a). Above 140 K, the extremely broadened
Lorentzian noise was moving in during the temperature scan, as
indicated by i ts high-frequency branch of Sv""f-• in Fig. 4 ( b) .
The EB Lorentzian spectrum became so broad that its middle
frequency part was actually developéd into a kind of 1/f' noise
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Several noise spectra at different temperatures.
(a) 77KSTS120 K;
(b) 140KSTS200K;
(c) 200KST<250K;
(d) 250K<TS300K.
Arrows indicate the corner frequencies (L stands for
the lower corner frequency and H for the higher corner
frequency) .
ö2

spectrum with y between 0.5 and 0.85. Around 200 K, the lowfrequency plateaus of the EB Lorentzian spectrum showed up, 'as
is shown in Fig. 4(c). Between 250 and 300 K, the EB Lorentzian noise was faded to higher frequencies and the 1/f noise
became dominant again, as is shown in Fig. 4(d).

103, . . - - - - · · · · · - - - - - - - - - - ,

•

10

•
fdHzl

1~~~~-~~~4~~~~~5

1000/T(K1)
Fig. 5

The lower corner frequency as à function of inverse
temperature. The solid line is the least square fit.

There are two corner frequencies, which characterise the EB
Lorentzian spectrum. The low corner frequency, we called, is
the frequency where the two branches Sv""f" and Svocf-• interseet
and the high corner frequency is the frequency where the two
branches SvO<f-• and Sv""r• interseet. Wi th different biases, i t
was found that neither the corner frequencies nor the shape of
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the EB Lorentzian spectrum depend on the electrical field. In
Fig.

5,

we plotted the lower corner frequencies of the EB

Lorentzian noise versus 1000/T. The plot reveals that the EB
Lorentzian noise has thermally activated corner frequencies,
which can be written as:
(5)

From Fig.

5,

an activation energy of about 350 mev can be

determined for the lower corner frequencies.

Obviously,

the

broadening of the Lorentzian noise was due to a distribution
in the activation energy E [21]. By extrapolating the data of
Fig. 5 to infinite temperature (1000/T

~

O), f 0 was found to be

about 5x10 9 HZ. Using this value and the spectra shown in Fig.
4 ( b) , an act i vation of about 260 mev can be determined from
eq.

(5) for the high corner frequencies of the EB Lorentzian

noise. Therefore, a range of activatien energies from 260 to
350 mev of the corner frequency would account for the broadening of our observed EB Lorentzian noise. Such an EB Lorentzian
noise has a lso been reported by van Die

et al. [ 9]

for an

InGaAs/GaAs pseudomorphic heterostructure field effect transistor in the same temperature range. They attributed their EB
Lorentzian noise to the thermally activated real-space transfer of the charge carriers over the interface harrier.

By

assuming a Gaussian distribution of the harrier height with a
standard deviation of

about

35 meV,

they have

successfully

modelled the observed EB-Lorentzian noise. The width of distribution in the harrier height at AlGaAs/InGaAs interface was
consistent wi th the consequence of
alloy composition.

the fluctuations

in the

For our Al 0 .,Ga0 • 7 Ga/GaAs heterostructures,

the conduction band discontinuity can be estimated with the
65: 35 rule [ 22 J as 4Ec=245 me V, which is somewhat lower than
the activatien energy obtained from the EB-Lorentzian noise
( -305 meV).
However, in view of a similar energy distribution in the bar-
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rier height {the half width of about 45 meV)

found for our

samples as compared to those found by van Die et al.- [ 9] and
the large error in the activatien energies as determined from
the EB Lorentzian noise,

it is not unreasonable to attribute

our EB Lorentzian noise also to the real-space transfer of
electrans at the AlGaAs/GaAs interface.

-2

10

300

200

-T(K)
150

100

"' ......
----

77

---·-··

10-·"-3:-+4--:,5~6-.;7.----.!8~9~1'AO'1r1-12 1~
1

1000/T IK: l -

Fig. 6

a as a function of inverse temperature. Ho 1/f noise
could be observed between 120 and 240 K because O·f the
demination of the EB-Lorentzian noise. The solid and
broken lines indicate two different temperature
dependences of a.
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For the 1/f noise, the parameter a was evaluated at different
temperatures from the measured noise spectra, via the empirica! relation
(6)

Where Sv is the noise speetral density, V is the applied
voltage 1 f is the frequency 1 n11 is the total sheet carrier
concentration determined from the Hall effect and A is the
area involved in the noise generation.
Fig.6 shows the a-values as a function of inverse temperature.
For the parallel conduction in the two layers, n-Al.Ga,_,.As and
2DEG, the conductivity is determined by:
(7)

where q is the alemental charge of electron.
If we assume that the 1/f noise both in the n-Al.Ga,_,.As layer
and in the 2DEG are caused by mobility fluctuations and that
they are uncorrelated, we obtain

(8)

When we substitute
give

~

from eq. (1) into eq. (6), eq. (8) will

(9)

Eq. (9) shows that the 1/f noise mainly stems from the 2DEG at
low temperatures, where the ratio n.uousl-'uco.As 2 /n20 jS20 2 is much
smaller than 1. At T
300 K, if we take !SuGaAs"'lOOO cm•;vs,
jS 20 •8000 cm•;vs and if n 20 is of the order of nucaAs• we could
conclude that the 1/f noise at 300 K is also dominated by the
86

noise from the 2DEG provided that a 20 -auG&Aa•
The data shown in Fig.

6 agrees quite wel! with the common

characteristics of the temperature dependenee of a in epitaxial n-GaAs [14]: two branches at high and at low temperatures
with different temperature dependances.
is a
the

Therefore, this fact

justification for our assumption that the 1/f noise in
heterostructures

is due

to

mobility

fluctuations.

From

Fig. 6, an activation energy of about 0.2 ev, could be determined for the thermally activated branch of a. This value is
comparable to

a

value of

about

0.13

ev found

for

a 1 .u

in

epitaxial n-GaAs [14].
In Fig.

7,

we present the a-va lues of our heterostructures

versus the Hall mobility at temperatures of 300 K and 77 K in
a plot for bulk n-GaAs[13] made previously. The a-values for
heterostructures from ref.
a

bulk

n-GaAs

with

a

[6,9,11] and the a-values [23] for

dope

level

of

2x10 16 cm-•

are

also

included. The a-values of the heterostructures at 300 K are in
qui te good agreement wi th

those of

the bulk n-GaAs.

This,

together with the similar temperature dependance, is an indication that the 1/f noise in the heterostructure is of the
same nature as in bulk n-GaAs. At 77 K, the a-values of the
heterostructures

are higher than those of the bulk n-GaAs.

Nevertheless, the increase of the a-values of the heterostructures

is consistent with the assumption

[13]

that charged-

impurity scattering does not generate 1/f noise since there is
less

impurity scattering

in the

2DEG compared to

the

bulk

samples with a same dope level.
In ref.

[ 23] we showed that for the temperature-independent

branch of a, its value was proportional to the damage caused
by

proton-irradiation.

Therefore,

the

a-values

at

the

low

temperatures are expected to be sensitive to the quality of
the crystal lattice. The conduction in the heterostructures by
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Fig. 7

a vs ~H· The open bars [13] and the open circles [21]
are our data for bulk n-GaAs. The solid symbols are
the data for the heterostructures: (f) from this work; -.
from ref. [9]; I from ref. [6); x from ref. [11].
The solid and broken lines are the best fit lines with
a"' ~K>.o and a"' ~H>.s [13], respectively.
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the 2DEG is close to the interface, which has a less perfect
crystal lattice compared with the inner part, so that its avalues are expected to be higher than far away from an interface.
IV. CONCLUSION

The low-frequency noise in an Al.Ga,_,.As/GaAs heterostructure
has been investigated in the temperature range from 77 to 300
K. Between 140 and 240 K, an extreniely broadened Lorentzian
(EB Lorentzian) noise was observed dominating over the other
types of noise. Below 120 K and above 240 K, 1/f noise was
observed as the dominant excess noise. The corner frequency of
the EB Lorentzian noise has a typical thermally activated
behaviour and does not depend on the electrical field. From
the experimental data, a range of about 260 - 350 meV for the
activation energy was determined. Following van Die et al.[9],
we assigned the observed EB Lorentzian noise to the real-space
transfer of electrons from the 2DEG to the n-Al.Ga,_,.As layer
and vice versa. Using the parallel layer model and under the
assumption of mobility fluctuations, it has been shown that
the 1/f noise at all temperatures stemmed from the 2DEG. The
good agreement between the measured temperature dependenee of
a in the heterostructures and that of bulk n-GaAs justified
our doing so. The relatively higher a-values in the heterostructures at low temperatures may be caused by the crystalquality-dependent 1/f noise souree since the conduction in the
heterostructures is close to the interface, where the lattice
quality is less perfect compared to the bulk of the crystal.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis deals with an investigation into the or~g1n of 1/f
noise in epitaxial GaAs. The problem of 1/f noise magnitude
depending on crystal-quality has been addressed. Thanks to the
high performance of modern crystal-grown techniques, like MBE,
MOCVD, etc. which made such a study possible. Both the 1/f
noise and its temperature dependenee in MBE-grown n-GaAs have
been studied. In particular, attention has been paid to the
effects on 1/f noise after introducing lattice defects in a
controlled way by means of high-energy electron irradiation or
proton irradiation. The main results obtained in this thesis
are:
(1) 1/f noise in n-GaAs epitaxial layers is a bulk effect and
is well-described by Hooge's empirica! relation with a
characteristic parameter a.
(2) 1/f noise in epitaxial n-GaAs is due to mobility fluctuations.
(3) the parameter a of epitaxial n-GaAs shows a thermal1y
activated behaviour at high temperatures (above about 150
K) and a plateau at low temperatures. In the whole temparature range from 300K to 77 K, the 1/f noise reduction
factor (J.I/fJ 1 attl 2 is valid for the doping dependent a-values
in epitaxial n-GaAs.
(4) The two branches of a(T) correspond to two different noise
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mechanisms. The thermally activated branch of a(T) has an
intrinsic origin and seems to be related to the lattice
phonon scattering. The other branch, the plateau, has obviously an extrinsic origin, dependent on the density of
lattice defects. The quantum "local-interference" effect
is very likely the mechanism of the extrinsic type of 1/f
noise.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

(1) Considering conclusion (4) for the intrinsic 1/f noise, it
sounds strange to attribute it to the lattice-phonon scattering because it would be difficult to imagine that the a
of the lattice-phonon scattering is thermally activated,
since at ther•al equilibrium we expect:
( 1)

according to Bose-Einstein statistics. Here n is the
nu~er of phonons in a mode. However, in the frame of
Musha's work, I could see a possibility that the a of
lattice-phonon scattering can be thermally activated.
According to Musha et al., the phonon 1/f spectrum could
result from some slow relaxation in the phonon energies,
which is out of thermal equilibrium. This suggestion is
supported by their light scattering experiment on water,
where a fluctuation in the fraction pbonon nu~er of a
mode, <(4n) 2 >/n', was found much bigger than 1. Therefore,
we could speculate that through some "modulation" effects
by temperature a thermal activated behaviour of a could be
possible. To test my speculation, here I propose two experiments: (i) directly measuring the temperature dependenee of the 1/f fluctuations in the nu~er of a pbonon
mode by a light scattering experiment; (ii) measuring the
temperature dependenee of 1/f noise far out of thermal
equilibrium, for example measuring noise both during the
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rising and decreasing of temperature. Perhaps some kind
of 11 hysteresis loop" might then be observed.
(2) There still remains the intriguing question whether the
extrinsic type of 1/f noise, as identified in our n-GaAs
epitaxial samples, is also a type of mobility fluctuation.
One way to check it is to study the validity of the noise
reduction factor ( IJ/JJ 1 ..u) 2 in the samples with different
doping levels but with the same irradiation damage. This
bas been done with several samples. Fig. 1 shows our preliminary results, which seem to support the model of
mobility fluctuations. However, the data in Fig. 1 also
can be approximated by a relation steeper than quadratic.
Further measurements are needed to establish a clear relation between a771< and /Ju•
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a of the extrinsic 1/f noise versus /Ju at T=77K.

The solid line indicates a quadratic
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dependance~

Summary

Ît

is

well

known

that

almost

any

conductor

through

which

current is flowing 1 exhibits voltage fluctuations with a power
speetral

density

inversely

proportional

to

the

frequency.

Although this so-called 1/f noise has been intensively explored1

there is still no general agreement on its origin. How-

ever 1 it has been demonstrated that an empirical relation 1
established some 20 years ago 1 is successful in descrihing the
1/f noise in homogensous materials of semiconductors and
metals. This relation

(1)
relates the relative 1/f noise power-density S./R2 of the fluctuations

in

the

resistance

R to

charge-carriers N in the sample.
parameter and

total

number

noise mechanism.

a

For semiconductors,

of

free

is called the 1/f noise

is often used to compare the noise

different samples. Eq.

However 1

the
a

level

in

(1) does not imply anything about the

- 1o-•-1o-' are often reported for metals.
a

scatters in a wide range of 10-7 -10-2

in the samples made by advanced I.c.

tends to be low 1 about 1o-• or 10-

7

•

technology 1

•

a

Th is raised the question:

is this due to the small dimensions of these samples or to the
perfection of the crystal lattice? Experimental evidence suggests the latter reason. But how a could be dependent on the
perfection of crystal lattice is still an open question.
To answer these

q~estions

the problem of

a+values dependent on crystal quality by an

mentioned above, we set up to attack

experimental approach. Starting with well-defined high-quality
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samples of GaAs and other III-V compounds grown by MBE and by
MOCVD 1

the

1/f

noise

and

its

temperature

dependenee

were

investigated. We found that the a-va lues at room temperature
were

between

lx1o-•

and 8x1o-•

for

n-GaAs 1 2DEG n-GaAs and

n-In.Ga,_xAs (not reported in this thesis)

independent of the

growing techniques. The a-values at 300 K for these materials
were also found to be independent of or weakly dependent on
the dOping 1 the growth temperature ( between 600 and 700 °C)

1

III/V ratios and the dislocation density in the substrate (not
reported

in this

thesis) .

Different

doping

and

temperature

were used to change the relativa contributions of the lattice
scattering and impurity scattering.

The experimental results

were in good agreement with the 1/f noise reduction factor
(l-'/1-' 1 att) 2

proposed

by

Hooge

and

Vandamme

by

assuming

that

impurity scattering does not contribute to the generation of
1/f

noise.

In

n-GaAs,

a

strong

dependenee of a was found.

and

systematic

temperature

It shows two branches with dif-

ferent temperature dependenee of a: thermally activated a at
high temperatures and weakly temperature dependent a at the
lower temperatures. The temperature dependenee of a could not
be explained by the

Dutta-Dimon-Horn model. By measuring the

1/f noise in Hall-voltage both at 300 K and 77K 1 the 1/f noise
in n-GaAs was found to be caused by mobility fluctuations.
After

having

deliberately

induced

lattice

defects

by

ir-

radiation, we studied the noise behaviour of the n-GaAs epitaxial layers grown by MBE.
n-GaAs,

In the (3 MeV) electron-irradiated

two common electron traps El and E2 were identified

from the Hall-effect measurements.
scopy I

Using the noise spectro-

another deep level at - rEe - 0.18] eV with an extre-

mely small capture cross-section was also identified. The 1/f
noise turned out to be slightly affected by the electron irradiation.

Hence,

the

point

lattice-defects

induced by

the

irradiation were shown to have no significant influence on a
or on its temperature dependance. They only induce generation97

recombination noise. Furthermore, we have investigated the 1/f
noise in MBE-grown n-GaAs bombarded wi th 3 Me V protons

( W) ,

where some kinds of clusters of lattice-defects were created.
Two

different

types

of

1/f noise

were

identified

from

the

tempersture dependenee of a. The thermally activated branch of
a(T) dominating at high temperatures, seems to have an intrinsic origin related to the lattice pbonon scattering, while the
temperature independent part of a(T) obviously has an extrinsic origin, dependent on the defects created by the H+ bombardment. The Dutta-Dimon-Horn model reasonably well explained the
extrinsic type of 1/f noise,

which implies that the defect

motion was the noise source. Considering that the a-values for
the extrinsic type of 1/f noise were found proportional to the
irradiation dose and in turn the number of clusters,

it re-

vealed that the moving defects were within the clusters. our
experimental

data

were

consistent

with the

quantum

"local-

interference" model for the extrinsic type of 1/f noise induced by the irradiation.
Low-frequency noise
investigated

in the

in an Al.Ga, .•AsjGaAs heterostructure was
tempersture

range

77-300

K and

in

the

trequency range of 1 Hz-20 kHz. Two types of excess noise, 1/f
and an extremely
served to be

broadened

dominant

(EB)

Lorentzian noise,

at different temperature

were ob-

ranges.

The

corner frequencies of the observed EB-Lorentzian show thermally activatien with activatien energies in the range between
260-350

meV.

We

attributed

the

EB-Lorentzian

noise

to

the

real-space transfer of the 2DEG electrans to the n-Al,Ga 1 •• As
layer and vice versa.

The a-va lues of the 1/f noise in the

heterostructures and its tempersture dependenee were found to
be comparable with those of bulk n-GaAs. This fact shows that
the 1/f noise in the heterostructures has a same crigin as the
1/f noise in the bulk n-GaAs.
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Samenvatting

Het is een bekend feit, dat in bijna iedere geleider, waar een
stroom doorheen loopt, spanningsfluctuaties optreden met een
spectrale dichtheid die omgekeerd evenredig is met de frequentie.
Hoewel deze zogenaamde 1/f ruis zeer uitvoerig bestudeerd is, is
er nog steeds geen overeenstemming over de oorsprong hiervan. Wel
is aangetoond dat een 20-jaar oude empirische relatie deze ruis
succesvol beschrijft in homogene halfgeleiders en metalen. Deze
relatie
(1)

legt een verband tussen de relatieve ruisdichtheid SR/R2 van de
fluctuaties in de weerstand R en het totale aantal vrije
ladingsdragers N in het preparaat. a wordt de ruisparameter
genoemd en wordt vaak gebruik voor de vergelijking van de grootte
van de ruis in verschillende preparaten. Vergelijking (1) zegt
niets over het ruismechanisme. In metalen worden vaak a-waarden
tussen 1o-• en 10-3 gevonden. In halfgeleiders liggen de a-waarden
verspreid over een wijd gebied van 10-7 tot 10-2 • Maar in het
algemeen is a laag ( 10-6 - 10-7 ) in preparaten die met moderne r-e
technologie gemaakt zijn. Dit roept de vraag op, of dit komt door
de kleine afmetingen van de preparaten of door de perfectie van
het kristalrooster. Experimentele resultaten suggereren het
laatste. Maar waarom a dan van de roosterperfectie afhangt, is
nog steeds een open vraag.
Om deze vragen over het verband tussen a en roosterperfectie te
beantwoorden kozen we de experimentele weg. We onderzochten de
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1/f

ruis

en

zijn

temperatuur

afhankelijkheid

aan

goed

gedefinieerde, vrijwel perfecte preparaten van GaAs en andere
III-V verbindingen, gegroeid door MBE en MOCVD. We vonden
kamertemperatuur a waarden tussen 1 x 1o-• en 8 x lo-• in n-GaAs,
2DEG n-GaAs en (niet beschreven in dit proefschrift) n-In.Ga 1 _,.As.
Deze a waarden zijn onafhankelijk van de gebruikte groeitechniek.
~ij 300 K zijn ze geheel of vrijwel onafhankelijk van de dope
concentratie, de groeitemperatuur (600- 700 ÓC), de verhouding

van de aantallen III en V atomen en (niet beschreven in dit
proefschrift)

de

dislocatiedichtheid

in

het

substraat.

De

relatieve bijdragen van de roosterstrooiing en de strooiingen aan
onzuiverheden werden gevarieerd door verschillende dope
concentraties en meettemperaturen te kiezen. De experimentele
resultaten stemden goed overeen met de factor (IJ/IJ1 ..u) 2 •
reductiefactor voor de 1/f ruis

Deze

is door Hooge en Vandamme

voorgesteld, aannemende dat de strooiing aan onzuiverheden geen
1/f ruis genereert. we vonden een grote, systematische
temperatuurafhankelijkheid voor a in n-GaAs. De grafiek van loga
tegen 1/T vertoont twee takken: een thermisch geactiveerde a bij
hoge temperatuur en een zwak temperatuurafhankelijke bij lage
temperatuur. Deze temperatuurafhankelijkheid kan niet verklaard
worden met het Dutta-Dimon-Horn model. Dat de 1/f ruis in n-GaAs
beweeglijkheidefluctuaties zijn, volgt ook uit metingen van de
ruis in de Hall spanning bij 300 K en bij 77 K.
We bestudeerden ook de ruis in onze epitaxiale lagen, nadat we
opzettelijk roosterfouten gemaakt hadden door bestraling. In met
3MeV-electronen bestraalde preparaten vonden we door Hall effect
metingen de bekende El en E2 traps. Uit de ruisspectra leidden
we af dat er nog een diep niveau op - 0,18 eV gemaakt was met een
uitzonderlijk kleine invangstdoorsnede. De 1/f ruis veranderde
nauwelijks door de electronenbestraling. De gecreëerde puntfouten
hadden dus nauwelijks invloed op de a of op de temperatuur
afhankelijkheid. Er werd alleen generatie-recombinatie ruis
geïntroduceerd.
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Daarnaast is de ruis bestudeerd van pr~paraten die met 3MeVprotonen (W) bestraald waren. Hierbij werden clusters van
roosterfouten gecreëerd. Uit de temperatuur afhankelijkheid van
a concludeeerden we dat er twee soorten 1/f ruis bestaan. De
thermisch geactiveerde tak bij hoge temperatuur blijkt overeen
te komen met een intrinsieke ruis die samenhangt met de strooiing
aan pbononen van de roostertrillingen.
De temperatuuronafbankali jke tak bij lage temperatuur is daarentegen extrinsiek
en hangt af van de roosterfouten tengevolge van het
protonenbombardement. Het Dutta-Dimon-Horn model geeft een
redelijke verklaring voor deze extrinsieke ruis, hetgeen betekent
dat het bewegen van de fouten de ruisbron is. Uit het feit dat
de a-waarden van de extrinsieke ruis evenredig zijn aan de
stralingsdosis, en dus ook aan het aantal clusters, volgt dat de
fouten binnen een cluster bewegen. Deze experimentele resultaten
passen in het quantum "local interterenee model".
De laagfrequente ruis van een Al.Ga,_.As/GaAs heterostructur werd
onderzocht in het temperatuurgebied 77 K tot 300 K en het
frequentiebereik 1 Hz tot 20 kHz. We vonden twee soorten excess
ruis: 1/f ruis en extreem verbrede Lorentz ruis, zogenaamde EB
ruis. Welke soort overheerst hangt van de temperatuur af. De
knikfrequentie van de EB ruis hangt van de temperatuur af met een
activeringsenergie die ligt tussen 260 mev en 350 meV. We
schrijven de EB ruis toe aan transport van de 2DEG electrenen
naar de Al.Ga _,.As laag en vice versa. De a waarden en de
temperatuurafhankelijkheid
in
de
heterostructuren
zijn
vergelijkbaar met die van bulk n-GaAs. Dit wijst er op dat de
ruis in de heterostructuren en in bulk GaAs dezelfde oorsprong
heeft.
1
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1/f noise in epitaxial GaAs is due to mobility fluctuations.
Chapters 2 and 3 of this Thesis

II

The impurity scattering at isolated point scatterers does not
generate 1/f noise.
Chapters 2 and 4 of this Thesis

III

The two branches of the 1/f noise parameter a found in epitaxial
n-GaAs correspond to two different noise mechanisms. This fact
warns us that when one tries to model 1/f noise in devices, one
has to know first which noise mechanism is dominating.
Chapter 5 of this Thesis

The metbod

of

using

IV
Arrhenius-plot of

the

recombination noise, log(rT

2

)

the generation-

versus 1/T, to extract the thermal

depth of the trap is not well justified in the literature. This
metbod is only valid if
(i)

the capture cross section is temperature independent;

(ii)

the number of trapped electrens is much smaller than that
of free charge carriers and of the traps.
V

The 1/f noise of electrens in 20 and 30 structures has the same.
origin.

Chapter 6 of this Thesis
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Buddhism is one of the most peaceful religions in the world.
During the gulf-war in 1991 both president Bush (Christian) and
President Saddam (Moslem) claimed that God was on his side, but
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for a Buddhist, such ideas would not even come to his mind.
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Linear acceleration 1/f noise does not exist.
C.M. Van Vliet, Solid-St. Electranies 34(1991)1.
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x
In global affairs, like peace, human rights, environment, etc.,
the United Nations should play a more important role than it does
now. However, to function successfully, the United Nations should
be neutral and the influence of the superpowers should be
restricted.

